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INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.

I.—REPORT of senator siiersian.

The following docnnients have been referred to the Committee, on Finance

:

1st. S. 217, in refation to the coinage of gold and silver.

2d. S. 412, to promote uniformity of coinage between the moneys of the

United States and other countries.

3d. The proceedings of the International Monetary Conference, held at Paris

in June, 1867.

4th. The report of Samuel B. Ruggles, esq., delegate from the United States *

in the International Monetary Conference at Paris, November 7, 1867.

5th. Sundry memorials relative to changes in our system of coinage.

These documents present to the Committee of Finance the interesting question

of international coinage, and in considering them we necessarily inquired :

1st. Whether the object proposed was of sufficient importance to justify a

change in the coinage of the United States.

2d. Whether the plan proposed by the Paris conference w'as the best mode to

accomplish the end desired.

3d. What legislation w^as necessary on the part of the United States to adapt

our coinage to the plan proposed.

4th. What provision should be made for existing public and private contracts.

Your committee, after a partial consideration of these questions, direct that

the bill first named be reported with amendments, supported by the following

report, and that Mr. Morgan, of the same committee, be authorized to submit a

report adverse to the bill and that these reports be printed, and that the bill be

postponed until the next session, with a view to elicit a fuller discussion by the

people of the several questions embraced in the bill.

The importance of a common monetary standard among commercial nations

has always been conceded. It has been the hope of philosophers and states-

men and the demand of writers on political economy for centuries, but has been

as strongly opposed by the jealousies of locality and the interests of rival nations.

Commerce and peace have steadily approximated different standards of exchange
towards each other, while local interests and wmr have as steadily diverged

them from each other. In all ages local and generally despotic authority has

endeavored to make more money out of a given amount of gold and silver by
clipping or alloy, while the general laws of trade and commerce have soon after

reduced the current value of the money as it was reduced in weight and fine-

ness. Formerly", not only each nation, but each province, duke, bishop, or

municipality, made its own separate and distinct coin, often of the same name
but different values. The effort to unitize the different moneys of a nation was
but a part of the process by which the modern nations of Europe have been

formed, and in this process the original money was debased in a remarkable

way. The pound sterling of England was, at the time of William the Con-
querer, equivalent to a pound weight of silver. It is now 3 oz. 12 dwt. 16 grs.

The German florin was originally a gold coin, worth about $2 40. It is now a

silver coin, worth about 40 cents. The French livre originally contained a pound
of silver, worth about $18 50. It is now worth about 19 cents. The Spanish
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maravedi in tlie year 1220 was worth $3 20 of our money. It is now worth
about a quarter of a cent. The result of these changes has been to secure to

all parts of each leading nation a common unit of money—of fixed value.

The pound sterling is the unit in Great Britain; the franc in France, Italy,

Switzerland, and Belgium
;
the florin in South Germany

;
the thaler in North

Germany
;

tlie dollar in the United States, and various other units in other

nations. These units are purely arbitrary, based upon local law and diverse in

weight, value, and alloy. They are in some nations, of gold only
;

in some, of

silver only; and in some a compound standard of gold and silver, and differing

materially in the amount of alloy, and in the relative value of the two metals.

For local purposes it is not very material which metal is the standard nor- of

v/hat Aveight and fineness the standard may be, if only it is of fixed and invari-

able value, for the value of property and all internal commerce adapts itself to

the intrinsic value of the gold and silver in the prescribed standard.

The inconvenience of different standards of value arises mainly in foreign

commerce, in the exchange of commodities among nations. The intercourse

betAveen modern Christian nations is noAv more intimate and exchange more
rapid than it v/as between provinces of the same country tAvo hundred years

ago. The annual trade between the United States and Great Britain is now
greater in bulk and value than the aggregate annual trade between all the nations

of Europe two hundred years ago The same reasons for adopting an international

standard of value now exist, as induced the American colonies less than one hun-

dred years ago to abandon their diversified standards of value, and adopt as a

common unit the American dollar. Every adAmnce towards a free exchange of

commodities is an advance in civilization. Every obstruction to a free exchange
is born of the same narroAv despotic spirit which planted cattles upon the Rhine
to plunder peaceful commerce. Every obstruction to commerce is a tax upon
Consumption

;
every facility to a free exchange cheapens cotumodities, increases

trade and production,. and promotes civilization. Nothing is Avorse than sec-

tionalism Avithin a nation, and nothing is better for the peace of nations than

um’estricted freedom of intercourse and commerce Avith each other. No single

ni easure will tend in this direction more than the adoption of a fixed interna-

tional standard of value by which all products may be measured, and in con-

formity with v/hich the . coin of a country may go Avith its flag into every sea

and buy the products of every nation without being disconcerted by the money
changes.

This has been the Avish of American statesmen since the revolutionary AA’ar.

The Spanisli milled dollar was adopted as the basis of our coinage before the

(Constitution was framed, and with the hope, expressed by Mr. Jefferson, that

it would lead to an international unit. Mr. Hamilton and Mr, Gallatin each

desired the same result, but the French Avar postponed all efforts in that direc-

tion. Mr. John Q. Adams, in his remarkable report to Congress of Febj'uary

22, 1821, upon the kindred but more comprehensive subject, “the uniformity of

weights and measures,?’ says :

This S3'stem approaclies to the ideal perfection of uniformity applied to Aveights and meas-
ures, and, Avliether destined to succeed or doomed to fail, will shed unfading glory lApon the

age in Avliich it was .conceived and upon the nation bj' Avhich its execution Avas attempted

and has been in part achieved.

If man upon earth be an improvable being; if that universal peace, Avhich was the object

of a Savior’s mission, Avhich is the desire of the philosopher, the longing of the philanthropist,

the trembling hope of the Christian, is a blessing to Avhich the futurity of mortal man has a

claim f more than mortal promise ; if the spirit of evil is, before the final cousummatiou of

things, to be cast down from his dominion over men and bound in the chains of a thousand
years, the foretaste here of man’s eternal felicity, then this s^'stem of common instruments

to accomplish all the changes of social and friendly commerce Avill furnish the links of sym-
pathy between the inhabitants of the most distant regions ; the metre Avill surround the globe

in use as well as in multiplied extension, and one language of Aveights and measures Avill

be spoken from the equator to the poles.
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St'voral oiTurt.H liavo Imhmi miide l)y to Hccnn' imifomiily of coinaj^f,

especially with (Jivat Ihitiiiu.

Ill lSo7, ill compliance with an act of C^)ll<:;^t'ss, passed upon the report of

the .UoniinitteiMif Finance of iIk* iSeiiati*. Ihojessor Ah xaiider was sent as a

special coniinissioiuM* to that country to secure a unity ol’ coina<::e helween the

two countries, hut, afti'r various conferences, the mission failed from an indis-

position of the Fnj^lish «i;overnment to modify their jmnnd, shilling and jjcnce.

In his n‘[)ort of l)ecenih('r, Mr. iSi'cretary ('hase invited the atlention

of Conp-ess to the importanci' of uniform widjjjhls, measures, and coins, and

recommended tliat tlie lialf i'agle of the United States he, made ('ijiial to the

gold soveri'ign of Great Britain in wi'ight and liiu'in'ss.

T'he Berlin International Statistical Gongri'ss, Indd in ISG'I, composed of rep-

resentatives of fourteen countries, and at which the UnitiMl States was ahly

represented by IMr. Rnggles, agreed to the following resolutions:

1st. That the congress rceoinmciuls that the existing units of money he rethiced to a small

nninher; that each unit should be, as far as i)ossible, decimally suh(livide<l ; that the coins

in use should all he oxjnessed iu weights of the metric, system, and should all hoof the same
degree of liueness, namely, nine-tenths tine and oue-tenth alloy.

*2d. Tiiat the diifereut governments be ipvited to send to a »j>cxi<il comrrexa delegates,

authorized to consider and report what should be the relative weights, iu the metrical sys-

tem, of the gold and silver Ci>ins, aud to arrange the derails by which the monetary system
of ditferent countries may be fixed according to the terms of the preceding ])ropositions.

Tills led to the recent Paris conference and to the adoption by Congress, in

1866, of several measures for the use of the metric system of weights and mea-

sures. At the Paris conference nineteen nations were represented, governing a

population of 320,000,000 European and American and 190,000,000 Asiatic.

The conference agreed with great unanimity upon the plan hereafter stated,

and the delegates from the United States were active and influential in harmo-
nizing conflicting views and in securing the result arrived at. Upon the first

part of their inquiry, your committee therefore conclude that the object pro-

posed is of the highest importance, constantly souglit for at every period of the

government, and that the United States is fully committed to its support if the

plan proposed is practicable and just.

Aside from the general advantages which we will share with the civilized

world in attaining a uniform coinage, there are special ‘reasons why the United
States should now adopt the system.

1. The United States is the great gold-producing country of the world, now
producing more than all other nations combined, and with a capacity for future

production almost without limit. (See reports of Mr. Buggies and J. Boss
Browne.) Gold with us is like cotton—a raw product. Its production here

affects and regulates its value throughout the world. Every obstruction to its

free use—such as the necessity of its recoinage when passing fi om nation to

nation—diminishes its value, and that loss falls upon the United States, the

country of production.

2. The United States is a new nation, and therefore a debtor nation. By
placing ourselves in harmony with the money units of creditor nations, we pro-

mote the easy borrowing of money and payment of debts without the loss of

recoinage or exchange, always paid by the debtor. This is necessarily so where
the debt is payable abroad, and if payable here the creditor discounts the

exchange and difference in coinage in advance.

3. The technical rate of exchange between the United States and Great Brit-

ain, growing out of the different nominal values of coin, is a standing reproach

which can only be got rid of by unifying the coinage of the two countries

when both the real and technical rate of exchange will be at par with only such
slight variations as will indicate the course of trade.

4. Gold is now demonetized as a currency, and the great bulk of it in the
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United States is now held in the treasury, so that it is not possible to select a

time when this great international change of coinage could affect the interests of

our people less. From inquiries made of the officers of the mint we find that the

cost of reminting the present coin would be less than one twentieth of one per

centum. The fineness of the proposed coin being the same as the old, there

will be no assay, and the cost of the change would not be perceptible to the

holder of the coin, and scarcely so to the government.

The second inquiry of 3'our committee was whether the plan proposed by the

Paris conference was the best mode to accomplish the end desired.

It proposes

:

1. A single standard, exclusively of gold.

2. Coins of equal weight and diameter.

3. Of equal quality or fineness—nine-tenths fine.

^
4. The weight of the present five-franc gold piece to be the unit.

5. The coins of each nation to bear the names and emblems prepared by each,

but to be legal tenders public and private in all.

1. The single standard of gold is an American idea, yielded reluctantly by
France and other countries, where silver is the chief standard of value. The
impossible attempt to maintain two standards of value has given rise to nearly

all the debasement of coinage of the last two centuries. The relative market
value of silver and gold varied like other commodities, and this led first to the

demonetization of the more valuable metal, and second to the debasement or

diminution of the quantity of that metal in a given coin. In a short time the

cheaper metal would by a diminished supply become the dearer metal, and then

it would be debased and cheapened in the same way. This process repeatedly

occurred in Europe, and has twice occurred in the United States within the life

of the present generation. By the act of June 28, 1834, our gold coin was
reduced from 270 grains of standard gold to 258 grains, or 4.4 per centum, in

order to make it correspond with the market value of silver. In consequence of

the discovery of gold in California that metal was cheapened, and silver became
relatively more valuable and was hoarded or exported. To avoid this the

weight of our silver coin was reduced by the act of January 21, 1853, from 206
grains of standard silver to 192 grains or 6.7 per centum.

This subject early excited the attention of financiers. Mr. Gorham, in his

report of May 4, 1830, as Secretary of the Treasury, forcibly says :

Auiid.st all the embarrassments which have surrounded this subject since the adoption of
metallic standards of property, it is remarkable that governments have so tenaciously per-

severed in the effort to maintain standards of different materials, whose relation it is so dif-

ficult to ascertain at any one time, and is so constantly changing ; and more especially when
a simple and certain remedy is within the reach of all. This remedy is to be found in the

establishment of one standard measure of property only. The evil of having two or more
standards arises, as already observed, from the impossibility of so fixing their relative values
by law that one or the other may not, at times, become of more value in market than esti-

mated by regulation; and, when this happens, it will be bought and sold according to its

market value, regardless of the law.

The proposition that there can be but oce standard in fact is self-evident. The option of
governments charged with this duty is therefore between having property measured some-
times by gold and sometimes by silver, and selecting that metal which is best adapted to the

purpose fur the only standard. Why the latter course has not been universally adopted it is

not easy to explain, unless it may be attributed to that prevalent delusion which seeks to

secure the possession of gold and silver by restraining their exportation, and avoiding the

payment of debts rather than improving the public economy by giving every facility to it.

The opportunity is now offered to the United States to secure a common inter-

national stanrlard in the metal most valuable of all others—best adapted for

coinage, mainly the product of our own country, and in conformity with a policy

so constantly^ urged by our statesmen, and now agreed to by the oldest and
wealthiest nations of the world. Surely we should not hesitate for trifling con-

siderations to secure so important an object.
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The equal weight and diameter of coins will guard ngaiiiKt adult oration and

counterfeiting, and will familiarize our i)co})l(5 with the nu'tric system of weights

and measures. This system is already used iii some of our coins, and is |)i*r-

mitted by our laws, and will, by gradual means, become adopted as the only

international system.

The provision made that each nation shall nqaiii its own eml)lems, will not

impair the ready currency of coin, hut will induce can; in coinage, 'riu; fiiu*-

ness proposed is the present standard of tin; United States—an important con-

sideration in recoinage, as no new assay will be re(|uired.

All the provisions of the plan pro})osed are in harmony with the American
system of coinage. They are either already adopted or may he without incon-

venience. The only point upon which a divers*ity of o})inion may arise is as to

the unit of value, and here the chief dilhculty was not as to what ])articular

quantity of gold was the best unit, but upon what quantity all the nations repre-

sented could agree. The unit recommended is the existing five-franc gold ])iece,

620 of which weigh a kilogram.

For the reasons that induced the adoption of this unit of value, reference is

made by your committee to the report of Mr. Haggles. They may be summed
up as follows :

1. The coin proposed is the smallest gold coin in use, and therefore the most
convenient unit of value.

2. It approxim4,tes more nearly to existing coinage of the great commercial

nations than any other proposed. The dollar reduced three and one-half cents

at the mint becomes the unit of value, and its decimal divisions and multiples

enable us to retain all our well-known coins, both of gold and silver.

A very slight reduction of the English sovereign makes it conform to the

multiple of the dollar and franc, so that five francs are a dollar, and five dollars

are a sovereign, or a half-eagle. The same unit is easily adapted to existing

coinage of other nations.

3. The franc is already in use by 72,000,000 of the most industrious and
thrifty people of Europe—France, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, and Holland.

4. The actual gold coinage in francs from 1793 to 1866 was $1,312,220,814,
while the gold coinage in dollars during the same period was $845,536,591, and
in sovereigns was -$935,341,450, thus showing that in France alone the exist-

ing gold coinage on the proposed standard is greater than upon any other that

could be adopted.

It must be remembered that the great body of our coin and bullion has been
exported, and is now in foreign coin

;
that a large part of the balance is held in

the treasury, and that less gold is in actual circulation in the United States than
in any other great commercial nation. It is unreasonable, in view of these facts,

for the United States to demand that our dollar, composed of 1,671.50 millo-

grams of gold, should be the standard of value. As the nation most interested

in international coinage, we should be ready to yield something to secure that

object. By the plan proposed we yield nothing except the very small reduction

of the weight of our standard, and without any other change in our coins, mul-
tiples, divisions, devices, or alloy.

5. France, whose standard is adopted, makes a . new coin similar to our half

eagle. She yields to our demand for the sole standard of gold, and during the

whole conference evinced the most earnest wish to secure the co-operation of the

United States in the great object of unification of coinage. Her metric system
is far the best yet dbvised and is in general harmony with our own, while Great
Britain has refused even to negotiate with us for unity of coinage, and maintains

the most complex system of weights, measures, and coinage now in use among
Christian nations. The decimal system, the basis of all our computations, sHe

rejects, and adheres to the complex division of pounds, shillings, and pence,

which we rejected with our colonial dependence.
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These reasons induce your committee to earnestly urge the adoption hy the

United States of the general plan of the Paris conference.

3. What legislation is necessary on the part of the United States to adapt
our coinage to the plan proposed ?

On this point your committee have consulted the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Director of the Mint. The bill herewith reported is the result of this

conference, and is all that is needed to secure the object proposed. The pro-

visions in regard to silver coinage are urged by the director of the mint to

secure harmony between the present market value of gold and silver
;
but this

coinage can be regulated hereafter by the varying values of the two metals and
without disturbing the sole legal standard of value for large sums. The gen-
eral provisions of existing law relating to coinage are preserved.

4th. What provisions, if any, should be made for existing contracts? Shall

they be discharged in the money made a legal tender at the date of the contracts

or in the money provided for by this bill ?

In determining this question, a distinction must be made between public and
private debts. All private contracts are made in view of the power of Congress
to regulate the value of coins. This power has been repeatedly exercised by
Congress, and in no case was any provision made for enforcing existing contracts

in the old rather than the new standard. All property and contracts may be
effected by legislation, but it is not presumed that in the exercise of its legisla-

tive power Congress will be controlled by either the debtor or creditor, but only

by the general good. To continue a distinction between the old and the new
coin in the payment of private debts would result in great inconvenience, while

by making the new coin a legal tender for all debts after a reasonable time

would enable our citizens to conform the great body of their contracts to the

new standard. Such has been the practice not only in the United States but

in other countries, where from time to time the standard of coin has been

changed. Such was the principle adopted in the passage of the present legal

tender act, which if made applicable only to future contracts would have bank-

rupted a large portion of the active business men of the country, whose business

compelled them to contract debts.

It must be remembered that all private debts are now on the basis of legal-

tender notes, of far less intrinsic value than the proposed coin. - The depreciation

of legal-tenders had the effect to diminish the value of all debts and the property

of all creditors to the extent of the depreciation, and is only justifiable by the

highest considerations of national safety. The resulting process of returning to

specie basis will be far more severe on the debtor class. The depreciation of

the burden of debt is a loss to a class generally benefited by the increased

value of fixed property, and better able to bear the diminution of their capital .

but an increase of the burden of the debt to the debtor class, by the payment
of coin instead of depreciated paper money, often produces absolute ruin without

fault in the debtor. Ail contracts are now on the legal-tender basis. Every
private creditor would now take the new coin, and would be largely benefited

by the changed medium of payment. The small relief of the debtor by the

slightly diminished standard of coin will tend to that degree to lessen the una-

voidable hardship to him of a return to specie payment. This relief would be

especially just on the payment of long bonds issued by railroads and othbr cor-

porations during or since the war, which were almost uniformly sold for depre-

ciated paper money. Your committee therefore conclude, that as to all private

debts or contracts, the only provision necessary in this bill is to postpone the

operation of its legal-tender clause for a reasonable time after the passage of

the act.

Does not a different principle prevail as to public debts?. As to public debts,

the contract of loan is the only law that ought to affect the creditor until his
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debt is fully discharged. .Congress, as the aulhori/aal agent (*f tin? American

people, is one })arty to tin; contract, and it may no moia^ vary the contract by

snbsecpient acts than any otlnn- debtor may vary his contract. As to the |(nl)lic

creditor, no legislative; po\v(;r stands bc'twee.n him and the e.xact perloi mance of liis

contract. Public faith holds tin* scab's lu'twi'i'n him and tin; United States, and

the penalties lor a breach of this laith aia; far more; seven* and disastrous to tlie

nation ihan courts, constabh'S, and sherillscan lu; to tin* private; debtor. 'I'liese

penalties are national dishonor and inability to borrow mon(;y in case; of war or

public distress, and the ultimate result is the sure anel spe*e;dy de*cline* e)i’ national

power and prestige. AVhen changes in e)ur ee)in we*re maele in 1 S*U and

the United State's had no })ublic debt e)f any signilicance, anel the; preceeh;nts

then made do not apply to the present time. Now the public de*bt is se> large

that a change of three and one-half per cent, in the value of our coin is a reeluc-

tion of the public debt of $90,000,000. So much of this debt as exists in the

form of legal-tender notes will be received and disbursed as moii(;y, and as its

value for some time will be less than the new coin no provision need be made for

it, but for so much of the debt as is payable, principal or inter(;st, in coin of a

specilic weight and value, provision ought to be made for its exact discharge hi

that coin or its equivalent in the new. Your committee, therefore, propose an

amendment to that effect.

Your committee have been led to inquire whether, if the United States adopt

the plan of the Paris conference, it will be adopted by other nations so as to

accomplish the object proposed, of an international currency, of universal cir-

culation throughout the civilized world. Upon this point we have the most
satisfactory assurances. Since the Paris conference it has been adopted by
Austria, and will, in all human probabilitj^, be adopted by the North German
Confederation. A strong party in Great B itain, including many of her ablest

statesmen, and the great body of her commercial classes, has urged the adoption

of the plan, even in advance of the United States, and they concur in the opinion

that, if adopted by the United States, Great Britain will be induced by her inter-

ests to modify her sovereign to the international standard. *We have the highest

authority for saying that Canada stands ready to adopt the plan the moment it

is adopted by the United States. Different representatives of the South Ameri-
can States say those States will readily adopt it

;
so that upon Congress now

rests the fate of a measure that, according to the opinion of eminent American
statesmen, will shed unfading glory upon the age of its adoption, that will give

to international law an international coinage, and will lead to a vast extension of

the objects of international law common to Christian and civilized nations, thus

binding the whole family of man by the same ties that are uniting and consoli-

dating neighboring states. Your committee recommend the adoption of this

measure with certain amendments, with the conviction that it will not only pro-

mote the local interests of the United States, but will subserve the general inter-

ests of all the nations who have already or may hereafter join in its adoption.
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In June last, while the Universal Exposition was in progress, an interna-

tional monetary conference was held in Paris, under the presidency of the

French minister for foreign affairs Delegates from the several European nations

were present. Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles represented the United States, and his

report on the subject has been communicated to Congress, through the« Depart-
ment of State. From this it appears that a plan of monetary unification was
there agreed upon, the general features of which are :

1. A single standard, exclusively of gold.

2. Coins of equal weight and diameter.

3. Of equal quality, nine-tenths fine.

4. The weight of the present five-franc gold piece to be the unit, with its

multiples. The issue by France of a new coin of the value and weight of 25
francs was recommended.

5. The coins of each nation to continue to bear the names and emblems pre-

ferred by each, but to be legal tenders, public and private, in all.

• Senate bill 217 is designed to carry into effect this plan. Its passage would
reduce the weight of our gold coin of $5 so as to agree with a French coin of

25 francs. It determines that other sizes and denominations shall be in due pro-

portion of weight and fineness
;
and that foreign gold coin, conformed to this

basis, shall be a legal tender, so long as the standard of weight and fineness

are maintained. It requires that the value of gold coins shall be stated both in

dollars and francs, and also in British terms, whenever Great Britain shall con-

form the pound sterling to the piece of $5.

It conforms our silver coinage to the French valuation, and discontinues the

silver pieces of one dollar, and five and three cents, and limits silver as a legal

tender to payments of $10. The first of January, 1869, is fixed as the period

for the act to take effect.

The reduction which this measure would effect in the present legal standard

value of the gold coin of the United States would be at the rate of* three and a

half dollars in the hundred, and the reduction in the legal value of our silver

coinage would be still more considerable.

A change in our national coinage so grave as that proposed by the bill should

be made only after the most mature deliberation. The circulating medium is

a matter that directly concerns the affairs of every-day life, affecting not only

the varied, intricate and multiform interests of the people at home, to the minu-

test detail, but the relations of the nation with all other countries as well. The
United States has a peculiar interest in such a question. It is a principal pro-

ducer of the precious metals, and its geographical position, most favorable in

view of impending comrhercial changes, renders it wise that we should be in no
haste to fetter ourselves by any new international regulation based on an order

of things belonging essentially to the past.

Antecedent to any action by Congress on this subject we should carefully

consider

:

I. The effect which the present abundant production of the precious metals,

especially of gold, and the probable great increase in the supply, as mining

facilities are improved and more generally applied, will have upon the purchas-

ing power of these metals.

II. The question of preserving such a relation between gold and silver as

will retain the latter metal in free circulation, and continuance of the coinage of

such denominations of silver as will serve to encourage American commerce
with Mexico and with South American and Asiatic nations.
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III. The choice of a Rtandard of iinificatioii wliicli, all thin^H consldtM-ed,

shall be least ohjectioimble on account of fractional wc'i^hts and iiilric iey of

calculations.

IV. Of delaying’ action until the Paris plan has Imumi adopted hy the com-

mercial powers of Europe, and acc(‘pt('d by those; nations on the we'stern conti-

nent with whom we have commercial relations; or at least until tluar intentions

in this regard are more fully known.
V. Should not a pewiod when the public mind is calm, more so than now, on

the subject of monetary affairs, and when the national debt has become less

formidable, be chosen for initiating a change'^

VI. The advisability of further ]>opular discussion of the subject, to the end

that the business as well as general public shall fully understand on what
grounds so important a reduction in the value of our monetary unit, the dollar,

is based, and the further advocacy of the merits of our own, so that, should any
existing system be accepted, ours shall be more fully considered in that con-

nection.

Uniformity in coinage and also in weights and measures has been the pursuit

of ages. Speculative systems have been advanced, only to be given up when
subjected to practical tests, but the idea has never been abandoned. Nor was
the recent occasion the first in which our government has been recommended,
and that, too, with some urgency, three-quarters of a century ago, by the minis-

ter of that country, to 'adopt the French system of Iveights, measures, and
coinage. But Congress, both then and since, has properly exercised great

caution on a subject so full of complications. And the question of international

unification yet remains an open one, balanced between the facilities it would
afford to foreign commerce and the evils it would introduce into our domestic

affairs. The adoption of some satisfactory and comprehensive plan, one to be

adopted because it shall best subserve the interests of all, and not because it is or

is not an existing one, may become desirable. If so, Congress will then be ready

to take part in effecting such a measure. At present, however, there are questions

of a very practical nature relative to the precious metals, that begin to reveal

themselves, and will soon press home upon us, which largely outweigh in im-

portance the more theoretical one of assimilating all metallic circulations, Our
situation as a commercial nation makes it prudent that on this, as on every

question affecting home interests, we should remain free to mould our policy to

meet occasions as they arise, following such course as shall appear best suited to

develop our great, almost limitless, natural resources, increasing by “ gentle

means the stream of commerce, but forcing nothing, rather than to hamper
ourselves by international engagements or arbitrary regulations. An error now
in fixing the values of gold and silver would injure this nation far more than
any other. We may safely trust to the natural laws of commerce for the correc-

tion of any evils from which we have suffered. We have paid our seigniorage,

we have met the demand for foreign exchange, but who shall say that the

course of trade in the next ten years may not make 'an American city. New
York or San Francisco, the centre of exchange, and confer upon us the advan-

tages so long enjoyed by European capital] Oerta^inly no other nation can so

well afford to wait.

The movement proposed in the bill appears to be in the wrong direction. The
standard value of gold coin should be increased—brought up to our own, rather

than lowered. The reason must be obvious. Authorities unite in the conclusion

that a fall in the value of the precious metals, in consequence of their rapidly
increasing quantity, is inevitable. M. Chevalier recently estimated that the

present yield of gold amounts, in 10 years, to about as much as the entire pro-

duction during the 356 years which intervened between the date of the discovery
of America and the year 1846, when the mines of California were found

;
and
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Mr. Cobden concluded that unless the cardinal rule of commerce, that quantity

governs price, which applies infallibly to all other commodities, loses its force

when gold is concerned, this continued and great increase must be followed by

a reduction in its value.

Ross Biowne, in his recent report, says that the time is not far distant when

the price of the precious metals, as compared with other proceeds of human labor,

must fall. “ They are now increasing more rapidly than is the demand for them,

and at the present rate of increase they would soon have to fall perceptibly
;

but the production will become much greater than it is. The vast improvements

that have been made both in gold and silver mining, within tlie last 20 years,

are applied only to a few mines. * * * If all the argentiferous lodes of

Mexico, Peru,’ and Bolivia, known to be rich, were worked with the m ichinery

used at Washoe, their yield would really flood the world. * * * Xew
deposits of silver will be found, and innumerable rich lodes on the Pacific slope

of the United States, not yet opened, will be worked with profit.”

The present enhanced prices of commodities and labor, the world over,

measures, to some extent, the increasing quantity and consequent depreciation

in the value of precious metals, and clearly indicates the direction the change is

taking.

The creditor, public and private, will be affected by this tendency, and while

he must abide a depreciation which proceeds from natural causes,he may properly

* nsist that artificial evils shall not be superadded.

Of the increased production of gold the United States supplies more than

half, and when the lines of railway now pushing across the continent shall

penetrate the g(dd- bearing mountains and valleys of California and Oregon, and

the western territories, mining improvements will be powerfully supplemented.

The American continent, too, produces four-fifths of the silver of commerce.

The mines of Nevada have already taken high rank, and Mexico alone supplies

more than half the world’s grand total. Our relations with the silver-producing

people, geographically most favorable, are otherwise intimate. Manifestly our

business intercourse with them can be largely increased, a fact espf^cially true

of Mexico, which, for well-known political reasons, seeks the friendliest under-

standing. This must not be overlooked.

These two streams of the precious metals, poured into the current of commerce

in full volume, will produce perturbaUons marked and important. Other coun-

tries will be affected, but the United States will feel the effect first and more

directly than any other.

The Pacific railway will open to us the trade of China, Japan, India, and

other oriental countiies, of whose prepossessions we must not lose sight. For

years, silver, for reasons not fully understood, has been the object of unusual

demand among these Asiatic nations, and now forms the almost universal medium

of circulation, absorbing rapidly the silver of coinage. The erroneous propor-

tion fixed between silver and gold by France, and which we ai-e asked tp copy,

is denuding that country of the former metal. Our own monetary system,

though less faulty, is not suitably adjusted in this respect. The silver dollar,

for instance, a favorite coiiv>f the native Indian and distant Asiatic, has well-^

nigh disappeared from domestic circulation, to reappear among the eastern peo-

ples, with whom we more than ever seek close intimacy. As they prefer this

piece we would do well to increase rather than discontinue its coinage, for we

must not deprive ourselves of the advantages which its agency will afford, and

“ it would be useless to send dollars to Asia inferior in weight and value to

its well-known Spanish and Mexican prototype.”

iMr. Ruggles says that nearly all the silver coined in the United States prior

to 1858 has disappeared. A remedy is not to be found in the adoption of a

system that undervalues this metal, for that commodity, like any other, shuns
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the market whore not takim at its full valine to (hid tlio more favoratile oim. It

is a favorite metal, enti'rin*:^ into all traiisaetions of daily life, and doHorveH

profier rc'eoji'iution in any moiu'tary syst(‘in.

It is said tliat“ to })roinote the intcMeoursi' of nations with eaeh ollnn*, nnilonnily

weights, coins, and imiasnres of capacity is among tins most cllicacions agencies.”

Onr wc'iglits, coitis, and measures now corresp<md much more m*arly to the

English than to'tlni Fnmch standard. Onr commerci' with (Ireat llritain is nimj

times giaaiter than with Fiance, and if the former does not adopt the Paris sys-

tmn of coinage—and we have no assurance that sini will—the United States

would certainly commit a siaions error in passing this hill. No argnmiait is

needed to enforce this. And what of the rising communities y A properly

adjusted coinage would stimulate commerce with thos(‘ gn*at parts of tin? conti-

nent lying south and southwt'st of us, with the West Indies, and the counth*ss

millions of trans-Pacilic countries. . We stand midway on the thoroughfan! of

traffic between these two widely- sejiarated races. Our railways, canals, our

natural highways, and merchant marine may be made to contro||their carrying

trade. But here, as every whiu-e else, a well-adjusted coinage bi'comes a wand
of power in the hand of enterprise. Tokens are not wanting to mark the favor

ill which the United States are now held by China. T'he unusual honor

recently conferred by that government upon a citizen of this country was not alone

because of his fitness as an ambassador at large, but was a mark as wi;]! of a

friendly disposition towards this country. Future harmony of intercourse is

assured, too, by their adoption as a text-book in diplomatic correspondence of

a leading American authority on international law. Much might also be said

about the growing partiality of Japan towards this country
;
but it is enough

that the recent opening of certain ports indicates an enlightened change in the

policies of these two old empires, of which commerce, especially our own
is availing itself. There is nothing, indeed, in our foreign policy to create

suspicion in the minds of the cautious statesmen of Asia. We are non-

aggressive
;
our vast domain leaves no motive for conquest; but, on the other

hand, our fertile, unpeopled territory invites settlers, and our mines and the

demand for labor on the Pacific slope are rapidly drawing thitherward from Asia

an increasing tide of emigration, aiding not only in peopling that region, but in

establishing closer relations as well between individuals as a mere liberal com-

merce between the nations.

Referring to the third inquiry, it may be asked, should a new standard be
adopted, is the French system more suitable for us than our own ?

Doubtless the French system “ embraces all the great and important princi-

ples of uniformity which can be applied to weights and measures, (and coins as

well,) but it is not yet complete. It is susceptible of many modifications and
improvements.” And it is not inconsistent with the respect held toward so

exalted a power as France, briefly for ns to examine somewhat more closely cer-

tain features of this question. We are producers
;
France, Belgium, S.witzer-

land, and Italy, (who have adopted the system,) are non-producers, of the pre-

cious metals, and, therefore, while adding little to the common stock of material

#for metallic currency, are not affected like us by an increase in gold and silver.

Nor are they likely to be influenced as we are to be, by other coming changes.

Neither is there anything in the financial or commercial status of France which
entitles her monetary scheme to a preference over all others in fixing a common
coinage, unless, in itself, it is superior to all others. This, in a practical sense,

is not the fact. Writers represent it as surrounded with difficulties, and an
eminent French author calls it “ the worst of all systems.” Its basis is arbi-

trary, and the ratio it observes between gold and sil\;er—one of gold for 15^ of

silver by weight, but one to in value—is a confession of the erroneous-

ness of the plan. In theory, her coinage is metrical, and yet it is said that
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France has tiot, nor never has had, a gold coin containing an even number of

grams
;

or, practically, it is unmetrical.

The bill proposes 1,612.9 milligrams, or grains, for the gold dollar.

If adopted and we should still give to our silver dollar a weight and value

equal to the Mexican dollar, 416 grains, we should establish a ratio of value of

gold to silver of 16^'^^ to one, while 15 to one is as high as it would be safe to

go, and where, indeed, our own standard places it. “ If we consent to reduce

our gold dollar as proposed by the Paris conference to 24.89 grains, we could

not possibly coin a silver dollar that would be of any use to us in commerce,” for

we should increase rather than diminish the weight of the gold dollar.

On the subject of the French monetary unit, Mr. Dunning, superintendent of

the United States assay office, in New York, a competent authority, says :

The present weight of the gold five-franc piece is not justified by any scientific reasons
better than the mathematical accident that 620 of them weigh exactly a kilogram, a circum-
stance which has not the slightest practical importance. The fact is, this fractional and
inconvenient weight, which the world is invited to adopt, was not fixed upon by the French
themselves by design, but as the unavoidable result of a false theory.

Further, that after having fixed the ratio of gold as one to 15j, and having
adjusted the weight of their silver coins in integral numbers

—

“ They were compelled to accept for the five-franc gold piece the interminable decimal
resulting from the division of 2f) grams by 15.5, viz : 1.61290322580645. The awkwardness
and inconvenience of this weight,” he adds, “can be best shown by giving the weight of a
few of the gold coins of France, Great Britain, and the United States, as they will be if the

proposed unit is adopted.” (See accompanying tables.)

Mr. Dunning recommended for consideration a monetary unit of 1620 mille-

grams, for which he claims greater facility of making calculations than that

proposed by the conference, and that it is also a compromise between the French
and English coin weights, and would require a reduction on our own dollar of

half a cent less than by the plan proposed in the bill, Mr. Dubois, assistant

assayer of the Philadelphia mint, concurs in the views of Mr. Dunning.

Other considerations aside, it may be said that until the leading nations rep-

resented at the Paris conference shall adopt a plan of unification, Congress may
very properly decline to act

;
for anticipatory legislation, while disturbing rela-

tions existing b’etween debtor and creditor, would accomplish no practical end.

Mexico would not be partial to the French sj^stem, and Canada cannot be

expected to accept it until its adoption by England. Unification, to be desirable,

must be universal. Unless its advantages are palpable to commercial peoples'

of Europe, occupying contiguous territories, and whose intercommunication is

constant, it cannot be of serious moment to us, to whom the change vrould be

of but comparative usefulness.

It has been urged as a reason for the early passage of a lav/ to unify coinages,

that commercial transactions with Europe would be facilitated thereby
;
and

also that citizens of our country, in visiting Great Britain and the continent,

would be spared losses and annoyances if we possessed uniformity. But it

should be recollected that, in all large commercial transactions, gold coin is

accounted by weight and not by tale—a proceeding more speedy and equally

just
;
and of the moneys used abroad by travellers from this country, probably#

more than 90 per cent, is carried in bills of exchange, a mode much safer and
more convenient to the traveller, and which would be continued even if the bill

became a law. The British delegates at the Paris meeting stated that, “ until

it should be incontestably demonstrated that the adoption of a new system

offered superior advantages, justifying the abandonment of that which was
approved by experience and rooted in the habits of the people, the British gov-

ernment could not take the initiative *in assimilating its money with that of the

nations of the continent.”

A period of suspension of specie payment like the present, it has been stated,

is a favorable one for inaugurating the change proposed by the bill. But the

juncture is one marked by great differences of opinion in respect to the question
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of circulation, return to specie payiucnts, and the ])uhlic finances as a whole.A change in the value of coinage Avouhl but add to the eniharrassiiKMits of tin!
situation, and it may ho remarked incidentally that the reduction of the legal
value of the dollar would inure largely to the benefit of speculators in gold and
hoarders of the iirecious metals, a fact that might seriously jirejudice the measure
in public estimation.

If the nation were comparatively free from debt, CongiTss might with more
propriety consider the question of changing the legal standard of coin

;
hut one

effect of reducing it as now proposed Avould he to deprive the jiuhlic crialitor of
neaily a bundled million dollars of his rightful due. In the estimation of the «
committee such a proposition ought not to be entertained by Congrciss. It is
proper here to say, that the delegate, Mr. Ruggles, who favors unification, has
at no time thought it just to lower the value of our coin without making proper
allowance to the holder of the several forms of national obligations.
To be acceptable a change in our coinage must be a thing of clearly obvious

advantage and proceed from the people. There has, however, been no popular
expression^ in favor of the pioposed plan, nor, indeed, any voluntary action in
that direction Avhatever on the part of financial men, either in this country or
elsewhere. If there has been any complaint in regard to our monetary system,
the fact has not come to the knowledge of your committee. On the other hand,
certain scientific bodies in our country have already protested against any ill-
considered change in the present American dollar. Our coinage is believed to
be the simplest of any in circulation, and every way satisfactory for purposes of
domestic commerce; it possesses special merits of every-day value, and should
not, for light reasons, be exchanged where the advantages sought to be gained
are mainly theoretical, engaging more properly the attention of the philosopher
than the practical man. The instincts of our people lead them to believe that
we are on the eve of important business changes, and we may therefore safely
hold fast for the present^ to what experience has proven to be good, following
on y wheie clear indications may lead, and a future of great prosperity opens to
our country. The war gave us self-assertion of character, and removed many
impediments to progress

;
it also proved our ability to originate means to ends.

Its expensive lesson will be measurably lost if it fails to impress upon us the
fact that we have a distinctive American policy to work out, one sufficiently free
lom the traditions of Europe to be suited to our peculiar situation and the
pnius of our enterprising countrymen. The people of the United States have
been quick to avail themselves of their natural advantages. The public lands,
not only, and the mines of precious metals, but our political institutions, have
likewise powerfully operated in our favor, and will continue to do so with
increasing force.

Uuificatiou of the coinage, like all similar questions, should he taken up with-
out bias and considered on the broad ground of national interest. At the proper
time, when the country is restored to a normal financial condition, and the public
ask a change in this regard, it may be well to appoint a commission of experts,
carefully to consider the questign in its various bearings. Eeflection and further
.observation here and elsewhere may suggest the foundations for a better and more
enduring system than the one noAV proposed, which in the nature of things is
but a provisional one. Permanency is equally important with uniformity in our
coinage.

John Quincy Adams, who spent several years in studying the question of
uniformity in weights and measures, and incidentally in that of coinage—indeed,
the latter cannot be separated from the other two—says :

than another, Reducible from all the history of man-
PrnJ fi

•
• ^

r 0 hasty and inconsiderate legislation upon weights and measures.

S that, While all the existing systems of

virUmS susceptible of improvements, involving in no small degree the

Iirnn!^ iT f
f^t^re ages

; while the impression of this truth is profoundly andalmost universally felt by the wise and powerful of the most enlightened^nations of the
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0-lobe* while the spirit of improvement is operatinp^ with an ardor, perseverance and zeal,

loMrabTe to the hLan oharLter. it is yet certain that, for the successful termination of aU

these labors and the final accomplishment of the glorious object, permanent and nniTersal

uniforn^ not alone competent. All trifling and partial attempts at change in

out existing system, it is hoped, will be steadily discountenanced by Congrees.

In this conclusion, which applies with even greater force to coinages, a fact

fully recognizerl by Mr. Adams himself, the committee may
.

/or the reasons herein set forth it is respectfully recommended that the bill be

not now passed into a law.

APPENDIX TO MR. MORGAN’S REPORT.

Mr. Dunning's Suggestions.

United States Assay Office,

New York, February 8, 1868.

1 The present weight of the gold 5-franc piece is not justified by any scien-

tific reasons better than the mathematical accident that 620 weigh exactly a

hilogram, a cfrcumstance which has not the slightest importance. Ihe fact ig,

this fractional and inconvenient weight, which the world is now invited to

adopt, was not fixed upon by the French themselves by design but as the

unavoidable result of a false theory. The famous coinage law of the 7 th Gei-

minalAn. XI attempted to make a double standard, and to fix the ratio ot

gold to silver as 1 to 15j. Then having very sensibly adjusted the weights

of their silver coins in integral numbers, 5 grains for the franc, and 25 giains

for the 5-franc piece, they were compelled to accept the 5-franc gold piece

the interminable decimal resulting from the division of 25 grains by 15.5, viz :

2 The awkwardness and inconvenience of this weight can best he shown by

skiving the weight of a few of the.gold coins of France, Great Britain, and the

United States, as they will be if the proposed unit is adopted :

FRENCH COINS.

Five francs.

Twenty-five francs

One hundred francs.

BRITISH COINS.

Four shilling piece

Sovereign
Five sovereigns

bJDCTs

>

P bC .

©

W

m CH) g
2 oi

•

© —1
03

^ fcicS
s c3

o c. S

UNITED STATES COINS.

Dollar
Half eagle...

Eagle
Double eagle.

One thousand francs—French

One thousand dollars—United States.

One thousand pounds sterling...

Milligrams.

1,612. 903

8,064.516
.32,258. 064

1,627.196

8, K15. 983

40, 679. 915

1,671.813

8, 359. 064

16,718. 129

33, 436. 258

Gr,ams.

322. 5806
1,671.8129

8, 135. 9840

p I

cr' I

Milligrams.
*1,61*2. 903
*8,064.516
^32, 258. 064

tl,6J2. 903
18,064.516

t40, 322. 580

tl,612. 903

f8, 064.516

U6, 129. 032

f32, 258. 065

Grams.

. 322.5806
1,612. 9032

8, 064. 5161

Grains.

24. 8908
124. 4544
497. 8177

24. 8908
1*24. 4544

622. 2721

24. 8908
124. 4544
248. 9088
497. 8177

Grains.

4,978. 1769

24, 890. 884

124.454. 422

No change. t Reduction 0,88 per cent. ,

Reduction 3.52 per cent.
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The following table shows the weip^ht of’ tlio same (hMiomi nations of coin,

&c., by adopting 1020 milligrams, instead of 1()12.0 for the moiu'tary unit :

Existing

weights

of

gold,

900

fine.
Propo.sed

weight,

-

adopting

16*20

milligrams

for

the

monetary

unit.

Equivalent

in

troy

weight.

FRENCH COINS.

Five francs
1
Milti<rrams.

1,61*2.903

Milligrams.
1,6*20*'

Grains.

25
Twenty-live francs 8,064.516 8, 100*' 125
One liimcired francs *, 32, 258. 064 32, 400*^ 500

BRITISH COINS.

Four shilling piece 1,627.196 l,620t 25
Sovereign 8, 135.983

40,679.915
8, loot 125

Five sovereigns 40, 500t 625

UNITED STATES COINS.

Dollar 1,671.813 1,6201 25
Half eagle 8, 359. 064 8, loot 125
Eagle 16,718. 129 16, *2001 250
Double eagle 33, 436. 259 32, 4001 5C0

One thousand francs
Grams.
3*22. 580

Grams.
324 5,000

One thousand dollars 1,671.813 1,620 25, 000
One thousand pounds sterling 8, 135, 984 8,100 1*25, 000

* Increase 0. 44 per cent. t Reduction 0.44 per cent. t Reduction 3. 1 per ceni

Note.—

T

he exact equivalent of 16*20 milligrams is in troy grains 25. 0004 ; discarding
this fraction of lonoo involves a discrepancy in calculations of only one cent in ioOO, orTrin
of one per cent.

, goo

4. It will be noticed that the proposed unit of 1620 milligrams has the merit
of offering to Great Britain an even. compromise of the difference between her
present coinage and that of France, instead of a reduction of the British gold
coins of per centum to make them equal to the French coins. The unit ot
1620 milligrams exactly splits the difference, requiring an increase of the French
coins of^^Y_ pgj. centum, and a diminution of

j-^o centum in the British
coins. This difference is so slight as hardly to call for any legal adjustments
of existing contracts in either country; and while in the United States such an
adjustment will doubtless be required, the proposed unit of 1620 makes the
reduction of our coins almost one-half per centum less than would be effected
by the unit of 1612.9. The exact difference as shown by the, above tables is

of one per centum.
5. There is another very important advantage offered by the unit of 1620

milligrams, which you and all who have to do with mint calculations will appre-
ciate. I allude to the facility of making calculations. I will not attempt to
exhibit the difficulties in calculating value from the standard weight when the
relation is expressed in such interminable decimals as must result from the
adoption of the unit 1612.9. But you will see at a glance the facility of deal-
ing with the unit of 1620.
The weight of 1,000 francs, or $200, or ^640, at 1620 milligrams to the dollar,

2 I c
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would be 324,000 milligrams. These values are readily deduced from the

weight, as will be seen by the fallowing examples :

France.

Milliffiains 324, 000
-1- 9= 36, 000

^ 9= 4,000

-I- 4= 1 , 000 francs.

United States.

Milligrams 324,000
^ 9= 36,000
= 9= 4,000
= 20= $200

Great Britain.

Milligrams 324, 000
= 90= 3,600
= 90= £40

The above divisions are performed mentally without difficulty, and the jule

/ l!nl»trnn is exceedindv simple. It is not at the mint atone, nor chiefly,

to any system however complicated
;

but loi xne

--El. » V.J a. .f .I.

T! nin ft will be immensely important that the monetary unit expressed in

milligrams should be easily convertible into troy weight

s-iveu above will show the discrepancy between the unit ot

fystem, and also the beautiful and almost marvellous harmony effected by

”l teust how^erthat Mr. Sherman’s bill will contain a section making the

use of tL l>eiXystem of weights obligatory in all the mints of he Tmted

ieXhfalp«wS^^

Very respectfully and truly yours,
(j^ORGE F. DUNNING.

Mr. Dubois. ^

of complete and prompt unification, is a point which I must leave

counsels.

With respects of, DUBOIS,
United States Mint, Philadelphia.

February 12, 1868.



III.—BILL TO ESTABLISH A UNIFORM COINA(JE.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

January (5, 1868.—Mr. Slicrmau asked, ami by unanimous consnit obtalm'd, leave to brinp

in the t'ollowiuf;- bill ; which was read twice, retened to the Committt^o on Finance, and
ordered to be printed.

Junk, 1868.—Reported by Mr. Sherman with amendments, viz : Strike out the ]>arts in

[brackets] and insert the parts printed in italics. Accompanied by report No. 1 17.

A BILL in relation to the coinage of gold and silver.

Be it enacted hy the Senate, and. House of Rcjrresentatives of the United.

States of Aonerica in Congress assembled, That with a view to promote a uniform

currency among the nations, the weight of the gold coin of five dollars shall he

one hundred and twenty-four and nine-twentieths troy grains, [so that it shall

agree with a French] equivalent to a coin of twenty-five francs, and with the

rate of [thirty-one hundred francs] six hundred and, twenty dollars to the kilo-

gram
;
and the other sizes or denominations shall be in due proportion of weight,

and the fineness shall be nine-tenths, or nine hundred parts fine in one thousand.

Sec. 2. And he itfurther enacted, That, [in order to conform the silver coinage

to this rate and to the French valuation,] the weight of the half dollar shall be

one hundred and seventy-nine grains, equivalent to one hundred and sixteen

decigrams
;
and the lesser coins shall be in due proportion, and the fineness

shall be nine-tenths. But the coinage of silver pieces of one dollar, five cents,

and three cents shall be discontinued.

Sec. 3. And he it further enacted. That the gold coins to be issued under
this act shall be a legal tender in all payments to any amount, except for such

existing bonds of the United States as are payable in coin ; and the silver coins

sliall be a legal tender to an amount not exceeding ten dollars in any one pay-
ment

[Sec. 4. And be it further enacted. That in the assay of the gold coins to be

issued under this act, there shall be no greater deviation allowed from the standard

of fineness than one-thousandth part above or below.]

Sec. 5. And he it further enacted. That the devices on the coins shall consist

of such emblems and inscriptions as are proper to the republic of the United
States, but plainly distinct from those now^ in use

;
each coin shall express fts

proper date and value
;
[and the value of the gold coins shall be stated both in

dollars and in francs
;
and whenever it is ascertained that Great Britain has

conformed the pound sterling to the value of the piece of five dollars, then the

value in British terms shall also be stated
;]

and the devices as well as the diame-

ters of the coins shall be fixed by the director of the mint, under the control of

the Secretary of the Treasury.

Sec. 6. And be itfurther enacted. That the said foreign gold coins, conformed

to the basis herein prescribed, shall be a legal tender in all payments whatsoever,

so long as the standards of weight and fineness ai e duly maintained
;
and it

' shall be the duty of the commissioners of assay, meeting at the mint in the month
of February of each year, to try a sufficient number of such foreign coins of the

preceding year, to be procured for that purpose by the director of the mint,

[and if any serious deficiency be found,] but if found with greater deviation

than is now allowed by law, the Secretary of the Treasury shall have power to

suspend the right of legal tender in the particular case.

Sec. 7. And be it further enacted. That when the gold and silver coins of

the United States are brought to the mint or its branches for recoinage, such

coins shall be received by weight, and those of them which have been issued as
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nine-tenths fine shall he so received, hut all others by assay. And m payments

at the mint for both gold and silver coins above specified, the value shall be

rendered according to the weights prescribed in the first and second sections ot

this act
;
and there shall be no charge for coinage or seignorap, [or internal

revenue
;]
and on all other deposits of gold for coinage the charge shall be one-halt ^

of one per centum. „ , i j

Sec. 8. And he itfurther enacted. That for the uses of the treasury and the

custom-houses, the Secretary of the Treasury shall, as sop as this act takes

effect, publicly declare the rates at which the coins of the United btpes.pd ot

foreign countries now current shall be reckoned, upon estimates furnished by the

director of the mint.
. , ^ ^ n? 4.

Sec 9 And he itfurther enacted, That this act shall take effect on the tiist

day of January, eighteen hundred and sixty.nine ;
but to expedite the ^coinage,

it shall be lawful for the mint and its branches to receive gold and silpr coins

of the United States for that purpose on and after the first day of October ne^,,

and to give certificates therefor, payable in the order of receipt in the new coip,

and to convert the metals thus received into ingots and plaphets, to be rpdy tor

stamping when this act takes effect. And in respect to other deposits of gold or

purcLses of silver, the like certificates may be issued, if demanded, on and after

the first day of October next.
n ^ • 4-

Sec. 10. And he itfurther enacted, That the weights to be used at the mint

when this act goes into operation may be either troy weights or French gram

weights, or both, as the Secretary of the Treasury shall direct.



IV.—REPORT OF SAMUEL B. RUGGLES.

Report to the Department of State hi/ Samuel B. Ruggle.s, delegate, from the
United States in the International Monetary Conference, at Paris, 18()7.

Paris, Noremher 7, ISG7.

Sir ; On the 4th of October last, the undersigned transmitted to the Depart-
ment of State duplicate copies duly corrected and verified of the proces-verhaux,
or official reports, of the eight successive seances, or sessions, of “ Tlie Interna-
tional Monetary Conference,” at Paris, terminating on the 6th of July last.

The government of France, at the request of the conference, undertook the
duty of transmitting to the different nations, through their delegates in the
conference, copies of those official reports. The general features of the plan
of monetary unification agreed to by the conference have been already reported
to the Department of State. Briefly repeated, they are as follows :

,
1. A singlt^ standard, exclusively of gold.

2. Coins of equal weight and diameter.
3. Of equal quality, (or titre,) nine-tenths fine.

4. The weight of the present five franc gold piece, 1612.90 milligrams, to be
the unit, with its multiples. (The weight of the present gold dollar of the
United States is 1671.50 milligrams. The value of the excess over the five-
franc gold piece, 58.60 milligrams, slightly exceeds 3^ cents. To encourage the
reduction of the United States half-eagle' and of the British sovereign to the
value and weight of 25 francs, the conference unanimously recommended the
issue of a new coin of that weight and value by France and the other gold-coin-
ing nations. The reduction in value of the half-eagle would slightly exceed 17

J

cents; in the sovereign, 4 cents.)

5. The coins of each nation to continue to bear the names and emblems pre-
ferred by each, but to be legal tenders, public and private, in all.

The conference further requested the government of France to invite the
different nations to answer, by the 15th of February next, whether they would
unite in placing their respective monetary systems on the basis indicated by the
conference, as above stated

;
and after receiving their answers, to convene, if

necessary, a new or further conference.
A further resolution of the conference recommends that the measures of unifi-

cation which the nations may mutually adopt be completed, as far as practicable,
by diplomatic conventions.
By these proceedings and official reports, the whole question of monetary

unification is now distinctly presented for consideration and decision to the gov-
ernmental authorities of the United States, executive and legislative.
The communication from the Department of State to the uudersigned. of the

30th of May last, empowering him, within the limits therein stated, to represent
the United States in the conference, directed him not only to report its pro-
ceedings and conclusions, but to add such “ observations as might seem to be
useful.” He therefore respectfully submits the following additional report,
mainly explanatory of the grounds taken in the conference in behalf of the
United States, but embodying statements which may possibly facilitate to some
extent the examination of the subject by the government.

1. All the independent sovereignties of Europe, with the possible exception
of some small portions of northern Germany, were represented in the conference
by delegates duly accredited. The delegates from Prussia appear on the roll
as representing that power only, but from the fact of their repeatedly abstain-
ing fiom voting on c^’tain questions in the conference “ without the consent of ,
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Italy,

Pays Bas, (Holland,)

Portugal,

Prussia,

Russia,

Sweden and Norway,
Switzerland,

Turkey,
Wurtemberg.'

the Confederated States.” they were practically considered as reprepe^nUng all

the states and communities of northern Germany now confederated with Prussia.

There were no separate delegates from the kingdom of Saxony, or either of the

Hanseatic cities of Hamburg, Bremen, Lubec, or Frankfort. There were sepa-

rate delegates from Baden, Wurtemberg, and Bavaria. None of the nations

west of the Atlantic were represented, except the United States of America.

The nations appearing by delegates in the conference were entered alpha-

betically on the roll, in which order they voted. A copy of the roll is hereto

subjoined. Including Sweden and Norway as one, they were 19 in number,

being

—

Austria,

Baden,
Bavaria,

Belgium,
Denmark,
Espagne, (Spain,)

Etats Unis, (United States of America,)

France,
'•

Great Britain,

Greece,

Their aggregate population, European and American, a httle exceeds three

hundred and twenty millions. The population of the dependencies of these

nations in Asia is estimated at one hundred and- ninety millions. I here were

no separate delegates from any portion of the West or the East Indies, nol even

from Australia, which had been separately and conspicuously represented in the

International Statistical Congress, at London, in 1860, and which still plays a

part so important in furnishing gold to British India and other oriental countries.

It is, indeed, specially noticeable in the reported discussions of the conference

how little account was made of that populous quarter of the globe in estimating

the world-wide advantages of a common money
;
and this omission has b^ome

more worthy of remark from the circumstance that information reached Fans,

soon after the adjournment of the conference, that measures were in actual pro-

gress, at Pekin, for striking, for the use of the immense population of China,

coins of the weight and value respectively of twenty francs, or five francs, and

of one franc, bearing on their face the head of the Chinese Emperor, thereby

assimilating the money of the Celestial Empire to that of Europe.

The interesting fact is stated in a historical report (recently published by a

member of the British embassy) of the money of Japan, that it possesses a

coinage of gold and silver in some essential features resembling that of France,

particularly in a double standard, under which the ratio of silver to gold is fixed

LpeL that, in ignorance of the actual relative values of the two metals

in our Atlantic world, (of 15 or 16 to 1,) these pagan Asiatics had fixed the

ratio at only 4 to 1, which great exaggeration of silver they were furthermore

induced to continue by treaty in 1858, under winch they were rapidly de-

spoiled of their gold in large quantities by some of the traders from Chiistiau

nations. The partial correction of the mistake in 1860, by raising the ratio to

134 to 1, (if any ratio fixed by governmental regulations be admissible at all,)

shows an advance of intelligence in this distant region, inspinng the hope that,

in due time, at least a portion of eastern Asia may be brought within a world-

embracing and world- protecting belt of monetary unification.
TJ . 3 U

The British colonies in continental North America, recently consolidated by

imperial authority in the “ Dominion” of Canada, were represented in the con-

ference only as a part of the British empire by the delegates from the U nited

. K.ngdom. That young but rising power, though remaining in form a colonial
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depoiuloncy, now ])ossoss(‘s, mulor the 91st section of tlie act of (1k‘ iin|M*rial

Pailiaraent of the 29th of March, 1SG7, the sov(‘rei^n and “ exclusive legislative

authority” to regulate its own “ currency and coinage,” already much assimilated
to the decimal system of the United States. The deej) interest in tin* sncc<^ss

of tlie pending measure of unilication manifested hy Mr. Houchett(‘ and other
intelligent Canadian ollicials, who were at Paris to superintend ihe exhibition of
the products of their country, affords ground for believing that the general coji-

clusions, and the basis now proposed by the conferences will command the ready
assent and co-operation of that active and interesting portion of the North Ameri-
can continent.

Of the Mohammedan nations, the Ottoman empire was rej)resented in the
conference, by his excellency Djemil Pacha, its ambassador extraordinary and
plenipotentiary to the court of Prance. With him was associat(‘d the Colonel
Essad Bey, the military director of the Ottoman academy in Paris, who had
moreover official l}M-epresented his government in the preliminary “ international
committee on uniform weights and measures and coins,” in which body he had
nianitested a marked desire that the proposed monetary reform might include the
coinage of Turkey. At a later stage of the conference his excellency Mihran-
Bey-l)uz, member of the Grand Council of Justice and director of the mint at
Constantinople, whose early arrival had been unexpectedly retarded, appeared
and took his seat as a member.
The ambassador to France from Persia, (sometimes called the “ France of

Asia,”) a personage of singular intelligence, had also manifested- a lively interest
in the proposed monetary reform, but had been obliged to leave Paris on the eve
of the first meeting of the conference. It is worthy of notice that the standard
of the gold coin of Persia is .900 fine, being the same as that of the United •

States, while that of Turkey is still higher, being .915 fine. The principal gold,
piece of Persia is worth 22.27 francs

;
that of Turkey 22.48 francs.

2. There is good reason to believe that the disparity in the representation of
the two continents was not occasioned by any want of consideration for the
nations of Central and South America, but solely by want of time to reach them
with formal invitations. The consequence was that the United States, being
the only transatlantic country represented, its delegate is erroneously mentioned
in the official report as the “ sole representative of the transatlantic countries.”
He begs to state that he did not profess or seek in any way to represent any
nation but the United States. The conference is repeatedly mentioned in the
official report as embracing » all the sovereign states of Europe and the govern-
ment at Washington ;” but if that implies that the United States assumed any
authority to speak for any other of the nations of either of the two Americas, it

was not warranted by any act of the undersigned.
Wholly disclaiming any wish to exceed the limits of his proper authority, he

would nevertheless venture respectfully to suggest for the discreet consideration
of the government at Washington, whether it would not be desirable for the
United States, either singly or in co-operation with France, to invite the early
attention of the independent American nations of Spanish or Portugese origin,
now nine or ten in number, to the proposed plan of monetary unification, in the
hope that the whole of the western hemisphere may be brought into line in this
onward march of modern civilization.

The long array of states in Central and South America, which for brevity
may be^ classed among the “Latin” nations, now embraces in the aggregate a
population of more than thirty millions of inhabitants, enjoying an oceanic com-
merce with the United States, Great Britain, and France, (the three great
coining nations,) exceeding yearly $200,000,000, and, above all, possessing the
larger poi tion of the grand trunk of the broad metalliferous mountain range
stretching from Cape’ Horn to the Arctic ocean. Our own gold-and-silver-bear-
iug, snow-clad Sierra Nevada and Rocky mountains are only the offspring and
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off shoots of the Sierra Madre, itself a prolongation of the Cordilleras, first yield-

ing up their metallic treasures to the Spanish nations planted by Cortez and
Pizarro. Speaking the languages of Spain and Portugal, these “Latin” races

of the two Americas approach, to say the least, in general culture and intelli-

gence, some of the Teutonic and Sclavonic races represented in the conference.

In view of the continental importance of securing the early and cordial co-op-

eration of these neighboring nations, the government of the United States will

be gratified to learn that the extensive and rapidly improving empire of Brazil,

so favorably known by its well-directed patronage of industry and science,

although not directly represented in the conference, nevertheless enjoyed the

opportunity of fully participating in the preliminary examinations of the inter-

national committee on weights and measures and coins, composed .largely of

members selected from the commissioners from the numerous nations represented

at the Universal Exposition. Of that committee Senor de Porto Allegri, the

regularly commissioned representative from Brazil, was not only a member, but

actually the president of the sub-commission on uniform coinage. In that

capacity he carefully presided over its deliberations and united in its general

resolutions, copies of which have been heretofore transmitted by the undersigned

to the Department of State, and which will be found to be fully in harmony
with the plan or basis proposed by the conference.

3. The clear and comprehensive vision of the far-seeing advocates in Europe
of monetary unification has fully discerned the grandeur of uniting the two
hemispheres in one common civilization. M. Esquiron de Parieu, vice-president

of the conseil d^etat of France, who presided with eminent wisdom and dignity

over the conference at severe! of its most important meetings, declares, in one

of his learned and luminous monetary essays, now lighting the path of the

Older World, that “a monetary union of western Europe and the transatlantic

nations would possess an incontestable importance. Above all,” he adds, “it

would produce a grand moral effect.” As it' foreseeing with the eye of prophecy
a continental, if not a world-wide, “solidarity” for the “dollar,” founded histori-

cally on the past, he adds, “the Americans can never regard their dollar as a

merely national coin, after having borrowed it from their neighboring Spanish
colonists.”

As a matter of historic truth, Spain itself had borrowed the “ dollar” from
Austria, during their union under the common empire of Charles the Fifth.

The “Joachim’s thaler,^’’ first coined in the silver mines of the Bohemian valley

of Saint Joachim, (or James,) is the great ancestor, in fact, of the American
dollar. In purity of origin and length of lineage it must surely suffice to satisfy

the most aristocratic tastes of modern Europe.

Nor is there any such diversity in the coinages of the Central and South
American nations, or difference from those of Europe or the United States, as to

render the task of unification seriously difficult on their part. The gold doub-

loon or “ doublort' (sometimes denominated in the monetary tables the “ quad-

ruple pistole'"’) of New Granada, of Bolivia, and of Chili, are each .870 parts

fine; that of Mexico, .870.5; that of Peru, .868. The French “Annuaire”
reports that of Ecuador at .875. P'heir money values, in the existing dollars of

the United States, are reported by the director of the mint of the United States

as being, for New Granada, $15.61; for Chili and Bolivia, $15.59; for Peru,

$15.58; for Mexico, $15.52.

The full and perfect measure of Hispano-American unification would be

attained by increasing the weight of all these doubloons to one hundred francs,

which would render them at once equivalent to the double-eagle (or twenty
dollars) of the United States, or to four British sovereigns, (when reduced as

now proposed,) and current, without recoinage, brokerage, or other impediment,

throughout the world. This enlarged doubloon divided in halves and quarters

would supply for the people of Spanish America one convenient coin, equivalent
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to fifty francs, or an eagle of the United States, or two llritisli sovendgns
;
and

anotlu'r coin, equivalent to twenty-five francs, or a IJnitc'd Stat<*s hall’-cagle, or

one British sovereign. Mexico has already a gold coin of 20 pesos, finely ex(;-

cuted; and Pern has a gold piece of 20 soles; each of them being nearly equiv-

alent to the double-eagle.

The 20 “ mll-reis^' of Brazil, now worth $10.85, would probably he conformed

to the plan proposed for Portugal, the parent country, by thci Count d’Avila,

her experienced and able delegate in tln^ conference, by thci issue of a gold coin

equivalent to 25 francs, Avith such subdivisions and multiples as convenience

might require.

4. The importance of including the whole of the Avestern hemisphere in the

Avork of unification is still more evident when Ave consider its intermediate posi-

tion on the globe, as a connecting link or stepping-stone between western Murojie

and eastern Asia, and the dominant fact that the two Americas already furnish

the larger portion of the gold and silver of the Avorld. The comparatively

moderate quantities found on the eastern continent, hardly suffice foi\ the

necessary consumption in the arts in the populous parts of Europe. The mines

of Russia yield annually but little more than 15,000,000 of rubles, ($12,000,000,)

of Avhicli more than two-thirds are painfully extracted from eastern Siberia,

north of the 60th parallel of latitude, in ground frozen eight months of the year,

and far remote from any adequate supply of food. There is no probability of

any. large or disturbing influx of gold into western Europe from that distant

quarter of the globe.

The course of the monetary currents through middle and eastern Asia is

instructively indicated by recent statistical returns from Russia, showing that of

the gold and silver coin sent in 1865 from Russia overland into China, through

the international entrepot of Kiachta, 3,876,184 rubles were in silver, and only

327,979 rubles in gold.

Of the large gold product of Australia, exceeding in some years sixty millions

of dollars, portions are sent to Calcutta, Canton, and other oriental ports, and the

residue principally to London. The sovereigns of Australia, bearing the head
of Queen Victoria, finely struck, have recently been made a legal tender through-

out the British empire.

A portion of the gold of California and of. NeA’^ada has now begun to find its

way directly to China, in the Pacific steamers, by a line shorter by at least

8,000, miles than the circuitous route hitherto pursued by the way of Panama,
the Atlantic ocean, the Mediterranean, the Red sea, and the great Indian ocean.

So marvellous indeed are the facility and the economy already afforded by this

new line, in connection with the land and ocean telegraphs, that the London
banker, with one hand, and within 36 hours, may order his correspondent at San
Francisco to ship gold to Canton directly across the Pacific, requiring from 20
to 25 days, and with the other may telegraph to his correspondent in Ceylon to

send to China by the mail steamer from that island, in 10 or 12 days, the neces-

sary advices of the shipment. The “inexorable laAv* of cheapness” will soon
render permanent this strange geographical inversion, by which the money of

the Pacific slope of the western world is sent westward to find the markets of

the east.

5. The proposed unification of gold will necessarily involve the expense of

fecoinage only by the nations not already measuring their money in francs. No
recoinage will be needed in France, Belgium, Switzerland, or Italy, to which
have been recently added the Pontifical States and Greece, the whole embrac-
ing a population exceeding 72,000,000. Every other nation has a different coin-

age, no tAvo of them being alike. It could not be reasonably proposed that

these united nations, with 72,000,000 of people, should call in and recoin all

their gold, to conform its weight and value to the coinage of any other separate
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nation, with a population much inferior in number, and especially with a much
smaller amount of actual coinage.

On this point it became necessary to examine the statistics, so far as the

United States, Grreat Britain, and France, the three great coining nations, were
concerned. Gathered exclusively from official documents, they will be found
condensed in the “ Note'' or written argument in favor of the 2o-franc coin, sub-

mitted by the undersigned in behalf of the United States, and printed as an
appendix to the sixth “ seance," at page 91.

For more convenient Teference, the figures are now repeated, as follows :
'

I. The gold coinage of the United States in the 57 years

from 1792 to 1849, next preceding the outburst of gold

in California in 1849, was ...... $85, 588, 038 00
In the next two years, 1849 and 1850 : 94, 596, 230 00
In the next 15 years, 1851 to 1866 665, 352, 323 00

- Total *........ 845, 536, 591 00

IT, The gold coinage of Great Britain in the 35 years from
its reform, in 1816, to 1851, was 6696,021,151 or. ....

.

S480, 105, 755 00
In the 15 years from 1851 to 1866, 6691,047,139, or 455, 235, 655 00

Total.. 935,341,450 00

III. The gold coinage of France in 58 years, from 1793 to

1851, was, in francs, 1,622,462,580, or $324, 492, 516 00

In the 15 years, under the empire of Napoleon III, from
1851 to 1866, in francs, 4,938,641,490, or 987, 728, 298 00

Total ? 1,312, 2 eO, 814 00

SUMMARY.

Total coinage by the three nations before 1851 :

By the United States

By Great B* itain

By France

$180, 184, 268 00
480, 105, 755 00

324,492,516 00

Amount 984, 782, 639 00

From 1851 to 1 866 :

By the United States $665, 352, 323 00
By Great Britain 455, 225, 695 00

By France : 987, 728, 298 00

Amount 2,108,356,316 00

The preceding summary does not include the gold coinage of Australia, full

statistics of which the uiifiersigned hopes to be able soon to furnish. The value

of the gold produced in the year 1865 in Australia was $43,686,665
;

in New
Zealand, $11,133,370. He also proposes to add to this statement reliable sta-

tistics of the gold coinage of the other principal coining nations of Europe, and
especially of Spain, Prussia, Austria, and Russia

;
but for the present purpose

the preceding comparison of the three nations may suffice. It points clearly to

the following results :

The amount coined by the United States having been $845,536,591, if two-
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thirds shall be deducted for the j)ortion recoined in Knrope or used in flio /iris,

the amount reinainin*; which would require reeoinage would not exceed, in round

numbers, $300,000,'000. It istrne thata portion of the coin of the United States

exported to Europe is sent without recoinaj::e todermany and other eontinent/il

nations, for the use of their peoj)le eini^ratin*^ to the United States. Hnt if

we allow $200 per capita (which, inclndin*; women and ehildn'ii, would he a

large estimate) for 150,000 emigrants, it would amount only to $30,000,000.

In view, moreover, of our largo importations of foreign inerchandise, with our

temporary disuse of gold for domestic purposes, even the estiinati! of $300,000,000

may be too large. The recoinage, however, of the whole amount would cost,

at one-fifth of one per cent., (the rate ascertained by experience,) only $000,000.

The amount of gold now in actual circulation in Erance, llelgiuni, and Italy,

is estimated by M. de Parieu, and other distinguished economists of Eurojie, at

7,000,000,000 of francs, or $1,400,000,000. The amount in circulation in the

residue of continental Europe would probably carry the total to $1,800,000,000.

To suppose that the seventeen nations, from the Atlantic to the Volga, would or

could unite in recoining such an amount, and in abandoning every vestige of

the monetary portion of the metric system, merely to adopt the existing coinage

of the United States, with only $300,000,000 outstanding, would be preposter-

ous indeed.

The proportion of the total amount of British gold coinage ($935,331,450 in

fifty years) now in citculation, is variously estimated from £80,000,000

($400,000,000) to 6€100,000,000, ($500,0^00,000,) mainly in sovereigns, many of

which ai'e now so much worn as to be reduced in actual value to 25 francs. A
considerable amount of British gold must have been imported into France, to

enable her to coin the $987,728,298 in the fifteen years from 1851 to 1866. If

$500,000,000 yet remains outstanding in Great Britain, the cost of its recoinage

at one-fifth of one per cent., to effect the proposed unification, would be covered

by $1,000,000.

It will be borne in mind that this expense of recoinage by the several nations

is to be incurred but once for all, while the incessant remeltings and recoinages

under the present system by the mints of different nations are a constant and
needless diminution of the monetary wealth of the world. The burden

,

princi-

pally falls on the nations, like the United Stated, which export gold needing to

be recoined, the value of which abroad is reduced precisely by the. cost of its

recoinage.

If the total expense of the necessary recoinage throughout the world to

accomplish the proposed unification were even to reach $2,000,000, it would be
speedily reimbursed in the saving of farther recoinages, brokerages and
exchange. Without attempting at the present time accurately to estimate these
savings in detail, (more properly the duty of an experienced commercial com-
mittee,) we may safely assume that they would amount yearly to several mil-

lions of dollars.

It is stated by an eminent and experienced banker in Europe, that there are
now scattered through its different nations and along their frontiers at least

5,000 money changers, (including their employes,) who gain their living by
changing the gold of the various countries of the world. If there are but 2,000,
earning vearly an average of $1,000 each, it would amount to $2,000,000 yearly,
which the world ought to save and would save by the proposed unification, not
to mention the vexatious loss of time in calculating fictitious rates of exchange,
and the large additional saving in the future product of gold.

The estimate of $1,400,000,000 as the gold circulation of France, Italy and
Belgium, will not be regarded as exaggerated when we consider the heavy drain
of silver from France during the last 15 years, in connection with the fact

that its silver coinage from 1795 to 1851 had amounted to 4,457,595,345 francs,

or $891,519,069. Of this large amount, at least $750,000,000 are said to have
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been exported within the. last 15 years, principally to the East Indies, leaving

the amount of silver now in circulation, in France, not exceeding $150,000,000.

The coinage of silver at the royal mint of Great Britain in 10 years from

1857 to 1866, both inclusive, was only 663,677,182, or $18,385,910. The total

coinage of silver in France during the reign of the present emperor, in the 15

years from 1851 to 1866, was only 215,561,101 francs, or $43,112,180. The
silver coinage of France, Great Britain, and the United States, from 1851 to

1866, was, in round numbers, only $117,000,000, against a gold coinage, in the

same period, of $2,108,000,000.

So severe, indeed, had become the destitution of small silver coin in 1865,

that the treaty of the 23d of December, of that year, authorizing the issue of

silver of denominations less than five francs, reduced its standard about seven

per cent., (from .900 fine to .835 fine,) to prevent its further disappearance. At

the same time, it limited the amount to be coined in France to 239,000,000

francs, or $47,800,000.

Fortunately for France and the commercial world, the surplus gold of the

United States was at hand during these 15 years, ready to be recoined. Steadily

filling the immense vacuum caused by this great export of silver, it now invigo-

i^ates every branch of industry in France.

The monetary movement in these 15 years on the waters of the globe signally

illustrates the power of the oceans not to divide but to unite the continents in a

common “ solidarity.” Subdued by steam to the use of man, they are now
incessantly ministering to the wide-spread monetary necessities of the human
race. It needs but a glimpse of their statistics to map out the great oceanic mon-

etary currents. Within that brief period, only the dawn of the opening aurif-

erous era, we discern a mass of gold, in the aggregate exceeding $500,000,000,

moving across the Atlantic from the United States; another and still larger

volume of $833,000,000 pouring out from Australia upon the surrounding oriental

waters, and at least one-half finding its way to London over the Indian ocean,

the Mediterranean and the Atlantic
;
another golden mass of $620,000,000

crossing the British channel into France, while the great counter-current of

$65,000,000 of silver, largely derived from France, is seen flowing out of England

and up the Mediterranean on its way to the ever-absorbing East.

6. While we see the gold of the United States largely diminished by export

to other nations, it should be considered that its present product may rapidly

and largely increase under the stimulating influence of the Pacific railway and

its branches, (the main line being now in vigorous progress,) penetrating our

metalliferous interior and greatly facilitating and encouraging our mining indus-

try by the cheap and expeditious carriage, not only of machinery, but of food

in large quantities, both from the Pacific slope and the fertile valley of the Mis-

sissippi. With these superadded facilities, our rate of product ol gold for the

next 15 years, to say the least, can hardly diminish. At only $60,000,000

yearly, (the average rate for the last 15 years,) our product in the next 15 year.s

will add to the gold of the world $900,000,000. It certainly is not impossible,

nor very improbable, that this amount may be considerably exceeded. It was

in view of the large and inevitable addition to our gold product, that the

undersigned deemed it necessary to insist in the conference, in behalf of the

United States, that the work of monetary unification, with its consequent recoiii-

age, must be accomplished “now or never.”

The interesting theme of the future development of the trade and power of the

two Americas on the Pacific, an ocean as yet almost unoccupied, would open a

field of view quite too large for exploration on the present occasion. Contining

our examination to their mining industry, it is enough to say, that by the natural

increase of their population, incessantly swelled by immigration from over-

crowded Europe, at least 130,000,000 of inhabitants, under governments more

or less united or confederated, will be found, at the end of the next fifty years.
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in possession of the whole line of the p»hl ninl Milver-hoarin*,^ Cordilleras and
their branches from Hehriliji^’s straits t(> the coniines of l*ata«;onia. 'I’heir ineal-
cnlable masses of treasure, now comparatively dormant, but flien brou<;hf actively
out to light, will be counted indill'erently by dollars and by IVanc.s. We need
but to look calmly and clearly ahead to p(*rceive and to feel, that it has already
become, not only the privilege, but the solemn duty «*f the lJnite<l States ami of
all the nations of the western hemisphere, custodiatis. under tin* irresistible logic,

of events, of so large a portion of the mom^y of the world, to secure the uiiiformrty
of its coinage, for no narrow “ inch of time,” but for the unnumbered a-es y< t

to come.

Above all, let us never forget that the two Americas are Christian members
of the great family of nations, and that the unitication of moiuiy may be close
akin to other and higher objects of Christian concord. We cannot wisely or
rightfully remain in continental isolation. Integral portions of (lie mighty
organism of modern civilization, let us ever fraternally and promptly take our
part in the world-wide works of peace.

7. The present heterogeneous condition of the coinages of Europe was origi-
nally and primarily caused by the downfall of the Roman empire. The wide-
spread rule ot Augustus and his successors embraced a population of various
races, estimated at its zenith at one hundred and twenty millions, llis vigorous
arm suppressed the private coinages of the leading Roman families under the
republic. The coin of his government bore “ the image and superscription of
Coesar” throughout the wide extent of the empire. Authoritative alike on the
Jordan and the Thames, the far-reaching imperial edict regulated the money of
Judea, and restrained the rude coinage of the barbarous tribes of Britain.

It is true that the imperial money, subject, Lke all human things, to the fun-
damental law of demand and supply, largely fluctuated in value during the first
four centuries, but its coinage remained directly or indirectly subject to the cen-
tral authority until the final wreck and disintegration of the empire.
By that momentous event, western Europe was strewed with fragments from

the jyiediteiianean to the Baltic, and the wall of Britain. The monetary fabric,
once so^ firmly united, shared the fate of the empire. Petty chieftains, seizing
the political debris, hm\t up petty states, lay and ecclesiastic, by hundreds on
hundreds, each of them claiming, and most of them exercising, the soVereio-ti
power of coining money. Pre-eminently was this the case in that portion °of
Europe now called “Germany,” which bears even yet on its motley political
surface, and still more strikingly on its diversified coinage, the marks of the
great disintegration. Even the most powerful of the German emperors seemed
unaware of the necessity of centralizing and regulating the coinage of money.
In 910 we find Otho the Second, of the great and then dominant Saxon line,
gi anting licenses to the Archbishop of Strasburg and the bishops in it.s vicinity,
to exercise this high function of sovereignty.
Nor was this mingling of God and mammon confined to Germany. Before the

extinction of the heptarchy, similar powers have been vested in the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York, while France was annoyed for centuries wiih the
varying coinages, not only of petty feudal sovereigns, but of abbots and other
ecclesiastics ot high and low degree, perhaps quite as fit for the trust as the
Ignorant princes at their side. The cabinets of coins in Europe are filled with
the heterogeneous issues of mediaeval France and modern Germany.

There may now be seen at the min* of the United States, in Philadelphia,
specimens of the coinages, not only of the royal houses of Germany, but of
the secondary dukedoms and minor principalities of Brunswick, Nassau, Hesse
Cassel, Mecklenburg, Anhalt, Bernburg, Oldenburg, Reuss, Lippe, Saxe Weimar,
Saxe Gotha, S^axe Coburg, Saxe Meiningen, Schwartzburg, Hohenlohe, Hohen-
zollern, and Waldeck; some of them ruling populations of less than one hundred
thousand souls.
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8 For this fragmentary state of things there could be but one remedy.
^

The

disintegrated political and monetary world must be reintegrated
;
and tins has

been the tedious task of the last ten or twelve centuries. During this long

interval of reconstruction, tne scattered members of the once united monetary

organism have been slowly coming together. Hundreds of petty sovereignties

have been already extinguished or consolidated, giving place to large and eth-

^^^The^W the seven little kingdoms of. the heptarchy in the undivided

reaim of England; the conjunction, in Spain, of the crowns of Castile and

Arragon
;
the consolidation of the provinces of France, and consequent extinc-

tion of feudal rule and feudal coinage
;
the union of the three kingdoms in the

British islands all becoming centres of monetary reform, m which discordant

coinages have been melted into unity the recent conjunction of the fragment-

ary portions of the Italian peninsula, incoherent and jarring for centuries
;
the

unifying operations now in vigorous progress in northern Germany
;
and above

all the advent and progress of the great empire of Russia, emerging from Asia

and steadily moving into eastern Europe, have all converged to one grand mone-

tary result—the diminution in number of the coining nations, enabling them^ all

at last to meet face to face in general and friendly conference, as they have just

done for the first time in the history of man.

It is true that a cluster of smaller principalities with mimic sovereignties may

yet remain in Germany, portions of a more numerous group, whose multifarious

and multitudinous silver coinages had been so long the annoyance and pest ot

every traveller through central Europe
;
but recent events give reason tor hope

that a confederation, if not the political unity, of their intelligent populations,

which may utter a common voice for a common money, will not be much longer

postponed
coinages of Europe, we may point with jnst

satisfaction to the historical contrast furnished by the United Slates of America.

The thirteen colonies which first occupied that portion of the ^lorth American

continent extending southwardly from the great chain of lakes nearly to tlie

Gulf of Mexico, brought with them, or soon adopted, the “ pound as their unit

of money. The twenty silver' shillings which they coined, being reduced in

weight, were not equal in value to the pound sterling of the parent country.

The pound of some of the colonies was not worth in silver more than three

dollars and thirty-three cents, measured in the present money of the Liitted

States. In others it was worth only two dollars and fatty cents. 1 he natural

attachment of the colonists to the traditions of the parent country, nevertheless

induced them to retain the inconvenient and absurd subdivisions of shilliiigs,

pence, and farthings, with their three differing divisors.
.

* Several of the colonies coined silver money of small denominations, with sub-

divisions in copper, until the restoration of Charles the Second to the throiie of

England. A royal order issued by his authority, about the year 1660, strictly

prohibited any further coinage by the colonies, as the usurpation of a sovereign

power Their coinages consequently ceased or greatly diminished until the out-

break 'of the American Revolution, in 1775, after which various coins were

issued by the several “ States” claiming to be sovereign, unlil the hiial adoption

of the dollar as the coin of the United States. To comprehend clearly that

important event, we must briefly revert to the history of the “ pound.

The money pound of England is of French origin. Charlemagne, downed

“Charles Augustus, Emperor of the West,” in the year SOO. sought, like his

imperial predecessor, the first Augustus, to unify the money of his empire.

With that view he ordained that the French livre, or pound weight ot silver,

should constitute the monetary livre, or pound of money. J his livre, carried

across the channel into England by William of Normandy, was imposed by him

as Conqueror on the English people. The “Tower pound, actually containing
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a pound weiglit of silver, l)0;u>s date in 10(>G, the yc'ar of tin* Com, nest.. 'Hie
word, however, failed lon^ a^o to ponsess any truthful Hi;,niifieaiiee, for th.*
money pound haa been steadily dwindling in weight for the last eight eentmiea
until the twenty ahillinga into whieh it ia now divided actually eouTain lean than
one-quarter of a pound of pure silver.

On the recognition by lOnghiml, in 1783, of tlie political imlepeinlencc of the
Unitec btates, their then existing political organization. “The Congroas of the
Contederation,” deemed it proper, also, to throw olV the monetary yoke id'
pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings. On the (Jth of July, 178 .0

, this coni i-
iiental Congress unanimously jiassed the inemot ahle monetary ordinanci* reported
by the “grand committee of thirteen,” of which Rufus King, one of fhcKwisest
and most far-seeing of the statesmen of America, was a member. Not only did
It omit 111 any way to recognize the pound, but it distinctly brought in and estab-
lislied the dollar, as the permanent monetary unit of the United States. Its
precise weight was fixed by a subsequent ordinance, passed on the 8th of Au-
gust, 1786, which further provided for the issue of a gold coin of ten dollars, to
bear the impress of the eagle, which imperial emblem had been selected in 1782
111 view of the national sovereignty then clearly discerned in the future. Whatwas far more important, the ordinance expressly provided that the dollar should
be decimally divided.

. This cardinal monetary reform preceded, by at least six years, the establisli-ment of the “metric system” of France, with the consequent decimalization of
Its com in 1792, under which the ancient “ livre” of Charlemagne, dwarfed andshrunk m its long life through the vicissitudes of ten centuries, disappearedfrom the world.

Ihe government of the United States has lost no opportunity of commendim^
the metric system to the admiration of its people and of the civilized world”
^y a recent act of Congress, passed on the excellent report of Mr. Kasson inthe House of Representatives, supported with learning and ability by Mr. Sum-
ner, in the Senate, Its use has been actually legalized throughout the AmericanUnion. But the dominant historic fact will forever remain, that the previous
step, among the first if not the earliest of the authoritative measures for deci-

L"ilTs^cradr“^^
republic, just emerging

Nor did the services and the example of the United States in the cause ofmonetary unification stop with the ordinance of 1786. A further and far moreconiprehensive measure was adopted in 1789, in substituting, in place of a loose
political confederation, a nation, with a government throwing the mantle of a com-mon sovereipty over the States and the peoples then united, with the tranLend-ent and exclusive power to establish one uniform coinage for the whole. Thegreat monetary clause in the national Constitution—the most important act ofpolitical conjunction which history records—with a sublime forecast of the geo-expansion of the nation then brought into being, is condensed and efys-talhzed in the few brief words, “no state shall coin money,” firmlv and ‘

forever establishing the monetary unity, and the monetary sovereignty o^ thecontinental republic from ocean to ocean. °
,

10. The first Napoleon, looking down on the world from the rock of StHelena, declared that what Europe most needed was “ a common law, a commonmeasure, and a common money ” This solemn utterance was a legacy not a“neto Europe, but to the whole family of nations. It was in 1821, the very yearof his disappearance from the world, that the American Secretary of State^/ohuQuincy Adams, submitted to the Congress of the United States his celebrated
epoit, pointing out the incalculable advantages of a common measure and acommon money, “ to overspread the globe.” in”his own comprehensivernguave

thatThe oh- he saw and saMthat the object could only be accomplished “ by a general convention of nations,
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to which the world shall be parties,” and “ in which the energies of opinion must

precede those of legislation.” It certainly was the first official proposition for

a general monetary convention, known in civil history.

More than forty years elapsed before that memorable proposition was carried

in any way into practical effect. It is true that some of the states of Germany

had met in a monetary convention in January, 1857, which fixed the values (for

purposes of their local Zollverein) of the gold crown, the silver thaler, and the

silver florin ;
but no general assembly of nations, by delesjates duly accredited,

was ever held, in which the question of general monetary unification was openly

discussed until the International Statistical Congress at Berlin, in September.

1863.. To that body, composed largely of representatives from governments,

an elaborate report was presented by a committee of delegates from 14 nations,

mainly prepared by Mr. Samuel Brown and Professor Leone Levi, of London,

both favorably known by their valuable labors in the “ International Decimal

Association.” It recommended the decimalization of the pound sterling, but

proposed to retain the pound itself as the monetary unit. It further proposed

that, “in respect to silver coins, the dollar reduced in value to fine francs, the

florin made equal in value to two and one-half francs, and the franc itself, should

also be retained as units
;
and that all of them should be decimally divided.”

It is gratifying to add, that a large and influential party in England, embracing

many of its most eminent and intelligent merchants and bankers, (and especially

the late Sir William Brown, of Liverpool,) have strongly advocated, for several

years, the decimalization of the pound sterling.

The above mentioned report coming up for discussion in, the congress at Ber-

lin, the undersigned, as the delegate from the United States, objected to the

adoption of the four units, and expressly on the ground, among others, that it

would tend to preserve the double standard of gold and silver, and thus prolong

the vain attempt to fix by legislative enactment the values of two different metals,

in their nature necessarily mutable, and governed only by the fundamental law

of demand and supply.

In the course of the discussion, a suggestion was made by Dr. Farr, registrar

general of the United Kingdom, and one of the most distinguished of the Brit-

ish delegates, that the gold dollar of the United States should be made equal to

one-fifth of the British sovereign
;

to which it was answered, in behalf of the

United States, that both the British sovereign and the United States half-eagle

of five dollars should be reduced to the value of twenty-five francs, and thereby

unify at once the gold coinage of three nations. The difference of opinion

on this point between the delegates of Great Britain and those of the United

States and of other nations, led the congress to adjourn without deciding the

question.
. . , i i i

It would not be just to leave this portion of the subject without ackno^nedg-

ing the valuable aid rendered by delegates from other countries in sustaining the

proposition for unifying at once the gold of the three nations, and pre-eminently

by the Count d’Avila, the well-known financier and delegate from Fortugnl,

(now minister at Madrid,) who ably supported, at the Berlin congress of 1863,

the plan of triple unification, and with still greater efficiency, in the recent con-

ference, the proposition of the United States for the issue by I ranee of the new

gold coin of 25 francs.

As a part of the history of monetary unification it is proper also to add, that

the present Chief Justice of the United States, while Secretary of the Ireasury,

practically proposed, in his annual report to Congress in 1862, to unify the coiu-

• age of the English races by reducing the value of the halt-eagle of the United

States to that of the British sovereign, which would have required a reduction^

in the half-eagle of 13^ cents. His forcible exposition of the advantages ot

such a step is still more applicable to the wider measure of unification now pro-
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posed by tlie intoniiitional monetary fonf'ercnee, re(|iiiriii^ afurlhcr r«:luflion of
only four cents.

It must, however, be evident that such a conjiinetion of tlie coina^cH of the
United Kingdom and of the United States, embracing a po])ulation in Knropc
and America not exceeding 70,000,000, would have brought the conjoined mon-
etary system of tlie two nations into perpetual antagonism with tlie system or
systems of the European continent, now embracing a population of 2.")0,000,000

—not to mention the possibility, not very far remote, of ultimately bringing the
populous nations of easter^ Asia, with their four or live hundred millions, into

one common, world-embracing system, to remain united while modern civili/.i-

tion shall endure.

11. On the 23d of December, 1S65, the governments of Erance, Belgium,
Switzerland, and Italy, made the quadripartite monetary treaty, tlie text of
which is given in full, as an appendix to the second stance of the conference, at

page 27. A translation is herewith transmitted.

With profound respect for the distinguished negotiators of the treaty, several
of whom were also members of the conference, we may, nevertheless, assert
that its principal value is geographical, in fusing into a single mass, for mone-
tary purposes, the large and important portion of Europe embraced within the
boundaries of four nations, since enlarged by the adhesion of the Pontificial
States and of Greece. By this brilliant and masterly consolidation, the gold
of Europe is already unified throughout one broad, unbroken belt from the
Atlantic ocean to the eastern limits of the Grecian archipelago, constituting an
extensive and attractive nucleus, around which the coin of the remaining nations
of Europe may readily cluster. Opening wide an unobstructed path through
Europe for American coin, it now needs only a brief law of Congress, fixing the
weight of the gold dollar at 1,612.90 milligrams, to establish a permanent line
of monetary unity spanning the Christian world from San Francisco to the con-
fines of Constantinople.

The treaty is, moreover, of primary importance in prescribing and defining,
with scientific precision, the weight, diameter, quality, and “tolerance” of the
coin thus unified. On the other hand, it contains provisions which are wholly
inadmissible in a general basis of monetary unification for the nations of the
world. They are the following.

1. In including silver in the coin to be unified, thereby rendering it neces.sary
to fix a permanent ratio between the values of gold and silver.

2. In limiting the amount of silver coin, of denominations less than five francs,
to six francs, capitay for the population of each nation.

3. In prohibiting the issue of any gold coin of an intermediate denomination
between ten francs and twenty francs, or between twenty francs and fifty francs,
a prohibition which would prevent the issue not only for the twenty-five franc coin
required by the interests of the United States and other nations, but of a fifteen

-

franc gold coin, which may soon become necessary in unifying the coinages of
Germany and, perhaps, of Holland. It is enough to add that the conference,
in view of these provisions, did not adopt the treaty as the fundamental basis
of their plan of unification.

12. The double standard was legally established in France by the well-known
law of 1th Germinaly an XI, (March 28, 1803,) which fixed, or, more properly
speaking, sought to fix the ratio of silver to gold at 15^ grams of silver to 1
gram of gold. The power of a legislative body thus to fix a ratio of values
has been for the last seventy years' the cherished belief of many economists of
France. It was probably in deference to their opinions that the recent act of
the Corps Legislatif, ratifying the treaty of December, 1865, studiously
declared that the law of 1th Germinal “was not repealed,” and this in face of
the treaty itself, which authorized the issue in France alone of 239,000,000 of
silver francs, at a standard reduced from .900 fine to .835, about seven percent.,

3 I c
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and that, too, for the very reason that silver had actually become more valua-

ble by seven per cent, than the rate of 15^ to 1, fixed by the law of Ger-

minal.

The practical reduction of the ratio directed by the treaty was, in fact, a dis-

tinct and most instructive admission, in the most solemn form known to nations,

that any act of mere legislation, seeking to fix a “ double ” standard, is, alike

in its nature and in its very terms, fallacious, illogical, and impossible. No for-

mal legislative act was needed for repealing the law of Itk Germinal, for it had

been already effectually repealed in fact, by the natural and irresistible increase

in the value of silver in obedience to the superior and overruling law of demand

and supply.

The vital element in the double standard is the legal right which it gives to a

debtor to pay his debts, at his option, in either of the two metals; in other words,

rendering both “ a legal tender.” In view of this, the treaty of 1865, permit-

ting this large silver coinage of reduced standard, declared it not to be a legal

tender between individuals for sums exceeding fifty francs, and so far repudiated

the theory of a double standard.

The Congress of the United States have also virtually abandoned the ratio

which it had sought to fix by legislation. The act of 1853 directs all sub-divis-

ions of the dollar thereafter to be coined to be reduced (not in standard, as in

the four nations, but) in weight, about seven per cent.; and also declares such

subdivisions not to be a legal tebder for any sum exceeding five dollars.

The total coinage of silver dollars by the United States in the last seventy

years falls short of five millions of dollars, nearly all of which have disap-

peared from circulation. But the total coinage of the subdivisions has exceeded

$131,000,000, of which nearly the whole of the portion coined before 1853 has

also disappeared. In view of these facts, submitted by the undersigned to the

conference, (3d seance,^^ page 37.) he felt justified in claiming and insisting

that the double standard now existed in the United States only in form, and

not in fact. o
‘

• r i.

The establishment of the single standard exclusively oi gold, is in truth the

cardinal, if not the all-important feature of the plan proposed by the conference,

relieving the whole subject, by a single stroke of the pen, from the perplexity,

and indeed the impossibility, of permanently unifying the multiplicity of silver

coins scattered through the various nations of Europe. It is a matter ot world-

wide congratulation, that on this vital point the delegates from the .nineteen

nations represented in the conference were unanimous—not excepting ± ranee

itself, so strongly wedded by its national traditions to a double standaid.

13. It will be seen by the report of the discussions (6th “ seance, pages 79

to 82) that the subject of the “ common denominator,” or unit of gold, elicited

^ considerable difference of opinion. A denominator or umt equivalent to and

^equiponderant with the existing gold five-franc coin of France was actively

supported by the United States, and by Austria, Russia, Switzerland, Portugal,

and other nations. The delegates from Great Britain and from Sweden urged,

in preference, a denominator or unit of ten francs.

The question was finally decided by a formal vote by ayes and noes, on a

roll-call of the nations, which resulted in a large majority in favor of the denom-

inator or unit of five francs-thirteen (13) nations voting in its favor, and tw^

(2,) Great Britain and Sweden, in favor of the ten francs. The delegates fiom

Prussia, Baden, Bavaria, and Wurtemberg, abstained from voting, mainly in view

of existing stipulations in local monetary conventions, which temporarily embar-

'''' O^aU^the^^^^^^ the interests of monetaiy unification were matermlly

advanced by the publication at Paris of the concise but admirable letter hoin

the Hon. John Sherman, senator in Congress from the State of Ohio, a copy of

which has been already communicated to the Department of State, but which
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for more convenient reference is now tmnsiuitted herewitli in diiplicato, with itn

French translation.

His opinions are nnmistakahly e.xpressed in the following (*,xtract.s :

As tbo gold 5-lranc pioco is now in nso by over sixty millions of people of sevenil diffor-

out nationalities, and is of convenient form and size, it may well be adopted by otli(>r nations
as the common standard of value, leaving to each nation to regulate the divisions of tins

unit in silver coin or tokens.

If this is done, France will surelv abandon the impossible elVort of making two standards
of value. Gold will answer all the ])urposes of European eoinuKTce. A eommon gold
standard will regulate silver coinage.

In England, many persons of intluetice, and dilVerent chambers, are earnestly in favor of
the proposed change in the coinage. The change is so slight with them, that an onlight<uied
self-interest will soon induce them to make it; especially if wo make the greater change in

our coinage.

We can easily adjust the reduction with the public creditors in the- payment or conv<irsion of
their securities, while private creditors might be authorized to recover upon the old standard.

In connection with the propositions so clearly stated, it should be borne in

mind that the change proposed in the weight of the dollar might be ma le, if

necessary, so far prospective as to permit most of the private contracts now
existing to mature. In point of fact, no practical inconvenience was experienced
from the act of Congress of 1834, which reduced the weight of the gold dollar

more than five per cent.

14. It is due to the British delegates, Mr. Thomas Graham, master of the
royal mint, and Mr. Rivers Wilson, ‘of the British treasury, to acknowledge
their personal intelligence and liberty in the conference. They voted in favor
of the single standard, and other important propositions, but were compelled,
under the strictly limited instructions from their government, formally to state

to the conference, (5th seance,” page 64,) that, “until it should be incontest-
ably demonstrated that the adoption of a new system offered superior advant-
ages justifying the abandonment of that which was approved by experience,
and rooted in the habits of tfie people, the British government could not take
the initiative in assimilating its money with that of the nations of the conti-

nent.”

Th<^ plan proposed by the conference has been formally transmitted to the
British government, and will probably be referred, for careful consideration and
report, either to a royal commission or a parliamentary committee. This will
afford sufficient time, on the one hand, for the advocates of the existing system
of pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings, and on the other, for the friends of
decimalization and the slight reduction assimilating the sovereign to the conti-
nental systems of Europe and America, to take the necessary measures to

develop and render effective the matured opinion of the British people. We
surely may indulge the hope, that the practical and clear-headed Anglo-Saxon
race, now so widely diffused through different quarters of the globe, abandoning
narrow prejudices and worn-out traditions, may be found cordially agreeing on a
common money for the use of civilized man. •

^

15. The efforts made in behalf of the United States, in the necessary inter-
views with the imperial authorities, including the Emperor in person, to induce
the government of France to issue a gold coin of 25 francs, to “ go hand-in-hand
throughout the civilized world, in perfect equality with the half-eagle of the
United States and the sovereign of Great Britain,” have been fully reported to
the Department of State in former communications. There was some reason to
fear that such a coin might be regarded as approaching too nearly in size the
existing “Napoleon,” or 20-franc coin. If that were so, it would enhance only
the more the sense which must be entertained of the liberal and conciliatory
course actually pursued by the imperial government.
At the 5th meeting of the conference, the Prince. Napoleon, (Jerome,) at

the special instance of the Emperor, and to mark his lively interest in the pro-
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posed monetary unification, entered upon the duties of the presidency, which

had been discharged with signal ability by M. de Parieu. At the next meeting

the question of the coinage of the 25 -franc gold piece became the subject of

serious discussion, during which Mr. Grraham, of the British delegation, after

expressing his opinion that a coin either of 25 francs or of 15 francs would

inconveniently approach in size the existing coin of 20 francs, inquired whether

the government of France “ really proposed to issue a coin of 25 francs
;

” to

which it was answered by the prince president, with the courtesy which pecu-

liarly and uniformly characterized his conduct of the presidency, that “if France

consulted only her individual convenience, she would see no necessity for issuing

the new coin
;
but for the purpose of facilitating the work of unification, she

would make the concession requested by the United States
;
” adding, moreover,

that “ the new coin would also promote the convenience both of England and

of Austria.” The delegate from Spain, the Count Nava de Tajo, thereupon

stated that it would also accommodate Spain. The question was then put form-

ally to vote, on which the issue of the 25-franc coin was unanimously recom-

mended. Prussia, Baden, and Wurtemberg abstained from voting, mainly for the

local and temporary reasons above referred to.

It is proper to add, that in the repeated interviews on the subject of this

important concession by France with Monsieur Rouher, the chief minister of

state, he uniformly manifested his cordial and respectful regard for the govern^

ment and the people of the United States’, and his earnest desirp to harmonize

the monetary systems of the two nations.

16. To prevent any misapprehension on either side of the Atlantic, it should

be distinctly understood that the conference do not propose, nor was any propo-

sition o’r suggestion made in that body, or elsewhere, to the knowledge of the

undersigned, to abandon the use in any way of the word “ dollar,” or “ sover-

eign,” or “thaler,” or “florin,” or “ruble,” for any other local denomination of

money, or in any way to substitute the word “franc” for any or either of them.

By the proposed unification, all those terms will be practically rendered synony-

mous or mutually convertible, but every nation will continue to use the names,

with the local emblems, it may prefer.

That such will be the case is now fully evident from the fact that since the

adjournment of the conference in July last a preliminary treaty has been signed

by accredited representatives from France and Austria, providing for the issue of

a gold coin of the weight arid value of twenty-five francs for the international use

and convenience of those two important powers, and by which the ten florins of

Austria are made precisely equal in weight and value to the twenty-five francs

of France, the coin of each nation to be stamped with the head of its respective

Emperor.
A specimen or medal in gold, showing the weight and diameter of the pro-

posed coin, with its reverse inscribed “Or, Essai Monetaire,^' encircling “25

Francs, 10 Florins, 1867,” has been already struck by order of the government

of France, a duplicate of which was recently delivered at Paris to the Emperor

of Austria.

A similar specimen or medal in gold has also been struck, inscribed on its

reverse “ 5 Dollars, 25 Francs, 1867,” three duplicates of which, with the proper

official letters from M. Dumas, “senator of France and president of the commis-

sion on coins and medals,” have been intrusted to the undersigned for delivery

to the President, to the Secretary of State, and to the Secretary of the Treas-

ury of the United States. A fourth specimen, presented to the undersigned,

may be used when necessary for the further illustration of the subject.

The diameter of this international coin is 24 millimetres, exceeding a little

that of the present half-eagle of the United States, and that of the sovereign of

Great Britain, while the medallion of the Emperor, in bold relief, on the face of

the coin to be issued in France, distinguishes it at once from the ordinary “ Na-
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poleou” of 20 tVaiics, wliich ia only 21 millimotros in (li.um!L<*r. Tin; counter

part, when issued by the United States, will doubtless hear the proper national

emblems, and espi!cially the national monetary motto, “ in iioi» \vk tuust.”
Should the present effort ot‘ the nations ot‘ the earth to unify their coin b(j

crowned with success, this specimen medal, the first-born offspring of the Inter-

national Monetary Conference, bearing its conjoint inscription of “dollars and
francs,” with its “millesiine” or date of issue, will possess an enduring historic

value, in recording the commencement of the new monetary era with the pre-

cious and indissoluble union of the coinage of the easfern and the. western con-

tinents.

In closing this communication, the undersigned respectfully begs leave to

testify his grateful sense of the steady support in the discharge of his official

duty which he has received from the Department of State, and of the cordial

co-operation, at Paris, of General John A. Dix, the minister plenipotentiary of

the United States.

SAMUEL B. RUGGLES.
H on. William H. Seward,

Secretary of State, S^v., SjV., Sfc.

APPENDIX No. 1.

Boll of the delegates in the International Monetary Conference at Paris, Jane,
1867. Alphaheti'cally arranged by nations.

For Austria : His Excellency M. le Baron de Hock, Privy Councillor,

Member of the House of Lords.

For the Grand Duchy of Baden : M. le Baron, de Schweizer, Envoy
Extraordinary, and Minister Plenipotentiary from Baden, at Paris

;
M. Dietz,

Privy Councillor and Commissioner General of Baden at the Universal Expo-
sition.

For Bavaria : M. Hermann, Privy Councillor; M. de Haindl, Master of the
Mint.

For Belgium : M. Fortamps, Director of the Bank of Belgium; M, Stas, Mem-
ber of the Royal Academy and Commissioner of the Mint.
For Denmark : M. le Count de Moltke Hvitfeldt, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary from Denmark, at Paris.

For Espagne, (Spain :) M. le Count of Nava de Tajo, of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs of Spain.

For les Etats-Unis, (United States of America :) Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles,
Commissioner to the Universal Exposition.
For France : His Excellency the Marquis de Moustier, Minister of Foreign

Affairs, President of the Conference; M. de Parieu, Vice-President of the
Council of State, Member of the Institute, and Vice-President of the Confer-
ence

;
M. de Lavenay, President of the Financial Section of the Council of

State
;
M. Herbert, Minister Plenipotentiary, director in the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs
;
M. Dutilleul, Director in the Ministry of Finance.

For Great Britain : Mr. Thomas Graham, Master of the Royal Mint; Mr.
Rivers Wilson, of the Treasury Department.
For Greece : M. Delyannis, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-

tiary from Greece, at Paris.

For Italy : The Chevalier Artom, Councillor of the Italian Legation at
Paris

;
M. Giordono, Inspector of the Royal Corps of Mines and Commissioner

to the Universal Exposition.

For les Pays Bas, (Holland:) M. Vrolik, former Minister of Finance;* M.
Mees, President of the Bank of Holland.
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For Portugal : M. the Count d’Avila, Peer of the Realm, Envoy Extraor-

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from Portugal to Spain, Commissioner Gen-

eral at the Universal Exposition
;
M. the Viscount de Villa Major, Peer of the

Realm, Member of the International Jury.

For Prussia : M. Meinecke, of the Superior Privy Council of Finance
;
M.

Herzog, Privy Councillor in the Ministry of Commerce, Commissioner to the

Universal Exposition.
^ i a j

For Russia : M. de Jacobi, Privy Councillor, Member of the Imperial Acad-

emy of Sciences at St. Petersburg.
„ , xt i

For Sweden and Norway : M. Wallenberg, Member of the Upper Chamber

of the Swedish Diet, Director of the Bank of Stockholm
;
M. Broch, Member

of the Norwegian Storthing, President of the Central Norwegian Commission

for the Universal Exposition. t i

For Switzerland : His Excellency M. Kern, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary from Switzerland, at Paris
;
M. Escher, Master of the

Mint of Switzerland
;
M. Feer Herzog, Member of the National Council of

Switzerland.
, . , t x^ . n- i

For Turkey : His Excellency Djemil Pacha, Amoassaaor Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary from the Sublime Porte, at Paris; the Colonel Essad

Bey, Attache of the Embassy and Director of the Ottoman Military Academy

at Paris; his ExceMency Mihran-Bey-Duz, Member of the Grand Council of

Justice, Director of the Mint at Constantinople, and Special Delegate from the

Ottoman Empire.
. ^ ^ t :

For WuRTEMBERG: The Baron de Soden, Privy 'Councillor of the Legation

of Wurtemberg. ^ . -x, . • i o ^

M. ClAVERY, of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Pans, Principal Secretary.

M. Roux, attached to the Vice-Presidency of the Council of State, Adjunct

Secretary.

APPENDIX No. 2.

Monetary Convention concluded December 23, 1865, between France, Belgium,

Italy, and Switzerland.

His Maiesty the Emperor of the French, his Majesty the King of the Bel-

gians, his Majesty the King of Italy, and the Swiss Confederation, equally

animated by the desire to effect a more perfect harmony in their monetary legi&-

lation, and to remedy the inconvenience to trade between their respective coun-

tries resulting from the diversity of their small silver coins, and to contribute to

the uniformity of weights; measures, and coins by forming a monetary union,

have therefore resolved to conclude a convention for that purpose, and have

named their commissioners plenipotentiary, as follows
: j rr.

. For France : M. Marie Louis Pierre Felix Esquirou de Parieu and M. 1 neo-

phile Jules Pelouze.
'

For Belgium : M. Frederic Fortamps and M. A. Kreglinger.

For Italy : M. Isaac Artom and M. Valentin Pratolongo.

For Switzerland: M. Kern, Minister Plenipotentiary, &c., and M. leei

Herzog, member of Swiss National Council.
n • i a

These commissioners, having interchanged their respective credentials, agreed

upon the following articles
: , ^ ..i

Article 1. Belgium, France, Italy, and Switzerland unite to regulate t le

weight, title, form, and circulation of their gold and silver coins No clian^ is

made for the present, in legislation, relative to copper coins for the four countries.

Art. 2. The high contracting parties bind themselves not to com, or peiinit

to be coined, any gold other than in pieces of 100, 50, 20, 10, and 5 francs m
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weight, standard, tolerance, and diameter, as follows : All these coins shall be of
the lineness or standard of .900, with a toh'rance of two thousandths above or
below the legal standard. The tolerance in weight shall bo forth(‘ 100 and for
the 60 franc pieces, one thousandth above or below

;
for the 20 and 10 franc

pieces, two thousandths
; for thc5-franc pieces, three thousandths. The weights

and diameters are these :

Go/<l roi/fs\—100 francs, weight 32,258.06 grams, diameter 35 millimetres
;

50 francs, weight 16,129.03 grams, diameter 28 millimetres
;
20 francs, weight

b,451.61 grams, diameter 21 millimetres; 10 francs, weight 3,225.80 grams,
diameter 19 millimetres; 5 francs, weight 1.612.90 grams, diameter 17 milli-
metres.

The difterent states will receive all the above coins when not worn to one-
half per cent

, or the devices effaced.

Art. 3. The contracting governments bind themselves not to coin, or permit
to be coined, silver pieces of 5 francs, except in the following weight, standard,
tolerance, and diameter : The weight of each 5-franc piece shall be of twenty-
live grams

;
its tolerance in weight, three thousandths

;
its fineness, .900

;
its

tolerance in standard, two thousandths ; and its diameter thirty-seven millimetres.
They will receive the above pieces at par, unless reduced one per cent, by

wear, or the device is worn off.

Ari\ 4. The high contracting parties will coin hereafter pieces of 2 and 1
franc, 50 and 20 centimes, only under the following conditions of weight, stand-
ard, tolerance, and diameter. The fineness of these pieces shall be of .835

;

their tolerance of standard, three thousandths
;

their tolerance of weight, five
thousandths for the first two, .007 for the 50-centime piece, and OlO^^for the
20-centime piece. Their weights and diameters as follows :

2 francs, weight 10 grams, diameter 27 millimetres; 1 franc,
weight 5 gra;ms, diameter 23 millimetres

; 50 centimes, weight 2.50 grams, di-
ameter 18 millimetres; 20 centimes, weight 1 gram, diameter 16 millimetres.
The above pieces shall be recoined by the respective governments when re-

duced by wear, or when their devices shall have become effaced.
Art. 5. Pieces of 2 and 1 franc and of 50 and 20 centimes of a different coin-

age from the above shall be withdrawn from circulation by the 1st of January,
1869. This teriii is extended for the pieces of 2 and 1 franc issued in Switzer-
land, by the law of January, 1860.
Art. 6. The silver coins authorized in article 4 shall be a legal tender between

individuals of the states in which they are issued to the sum of fifty francs.
The nation issuing them shall receive them in any amount.
Art. 7. The public banks of each of the four countries will receive the coins

of article 4, to the sum of 100 francs, in payment to said banks. The govern-
inents of Belgium., France, and Italy will receive the Swiss 2 and 1 franc pieces
of 1860, under the same conditions, as equivalent to the coins of article 4, and
under the reservation relative to wear.
Art. S. Each of the contracting governments binds itself to receive from

banks or individuals the small coins they have issued, and return the equivalent
in current coin, (gold or 5-franc silver pieces,) provided the sum presented be
not less than 100 francs. Tnis obligation shall extend two years bevond the
expiration of this treaty.

Art. 9. The high contracting parties agree not to issue a greater amount of
these 2 and 1 franc, 58 and 20 centime pieces of article 4, than 6 francs for each
inhabitant. The amount thus fixed in accordance with the last census and the
presumed increase of population is fixed at

—

For Belgium . . .

For France ....

For Italy

For Switzerland

Franca.

32, 000, 000
239, 000, 000
141,000, 000
17, 000, 009
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Exclusive of the above sums the different governments can issue of coins

already in circulation in the following proportions
;
France, in 50 and 20 cen-

time pieces, by the law of the 25th May, 1864, about 16,000,000
;
Italy, in 2

and 1 franc, 50 and 20 centime pieces, by the law of the 24th August, 1862,

about 100,000,000 ;
Switzerland, in 2 and 1 franc pieces, by the law of 31st

January, 1860, about 10,500.000,

Art. 10. Hereafter the year of issue shall be stamped on all the gold and

silver coins issued by the four governments.

Art. 11 . The contracting governments shall annually state the quantity of

their issue of gold and silver coins, and the amount collected for melting. They

shall likewise give notice of important facts in regard to the reciprocal circulation

of their issues.

Art. 12. Any other nation can join the present convention by accepting its

obligations and adopting the monetary system of the Union in regard to gold

and silver coins. V
Art. 13. The execution of the reciprocal engagements contained in the pres-

ent convention is left to the high contracting powers, who bind themselves to

pass laws for the purpose as soon as possible.

Art. 14. The present convention shall remain in force till the 1st of January,

1880. If it be not repealed a year before the expiration of that term, it

shall remain in force for an additional period of fifteen years, and so on until

repealed.

Art. 15. The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications

exchanged at Paris, within six months, or less time, if possible.

APPENDIX No. 3.

Letterfrom Samuel B. Ruggles, vice-president of the United States commission

at the Universal Exposition at Paris, 1867, and specially designated as

member of committee on weights and measures and coins, to Hon. John

Sherman, chairman of the Finance Committee of the Senate of the United

States of America.

Paris; May 17, 1866.

My Dear Sir : You are of course aware that there is a special “ International

Committee” now in session at Paris, organized by the Imperial Commission of

France, to sit simultaneously with the “Universal Exposition,” and composed of

delegates from most of the nations therein represented. Its object, among others,

is to agree, if possible, on a common unit of money for the use of the civilized

world.

It is not improper to mention, that the opinions of the committee appear to be

running strongly in favor of adopting as a unit the existing French five-franc

piece of gold.

My I ask what, in your opinion, is the probability that the Congress of the

United States of America would agree at an early period to reduce the weight

and value of our American dollar, to correspond with the present weight and

value of the gold five-franc piece in France, and how far such a change would

commend itself to your own judgment.

I also ask the privilege of submitting your answer to the consideration of the

committee.

With high respect, your obedient servant,

SAMUEL B. RUGGLES.



A7iswerfrom Jlon. J. Sherman to Samuel II. Ruggles^ esq.

IIoTHi. Jaiidin dks Tuii.kuiks,

Maif 18. 18G7.

My Dkau Sir: Your notii of yostenluy, iii(|iiirin«; whother ('on^^rcHH would
])robiil)ly, ill future coinage, make our gold dollar conform in value to the gold
five-fraiic pu'ce, has been received.

There has been so little discussion in Congress upon the subject, that 1 cannot
base my opinion upon anything said or done there.

The subject has, however, excited the attention of several important commer-
cial bodies in the United States, and the time is now so favorable, that I feel

quite sure that Congress will adopt any practical measure that will secure to

the commercial world a uniform standard of value and exchange.
The only question will be, how this can be accomplished.
The treaty of December 23, 1865,. between France, Italy, Belgium, and

Switzerland, and tlie probable acquiescence in that treaty by Prussia, has laid

the foundation for such a standard. If Great Britain will reduce the value of
her sovereign twopence, and the United States will reduce the value of her dol-
lar something over three cents, we then have a coinage in the franc, dollar, and
sovereign, easily computed, and which will readily pass in all countries—the
dollar as. five francs, and the sovereign as twenty-five francs.

This will put an end to the loss and intricacies of exchange and discount.
Our gold dollar is certainly as good a unit of value as the franc

;
and so the

English think of their pound sterling.

These coins are now exchangeable only at a considerable loss, and this ex-
change is a profit only to brokers and bankers. Surely each commercial nation
should be willing to yield a little to secure a gold coin of equal value, weight,
and diameter, from whatever mint it may have been issued.
As the gold five-franc piece is now in use by over sixty millions of people of

several ditierent nationalities, and is of convenient form and size, it may well be
adopted by other nations as the common standard of value

;
leaving to each

nation to regulate the divisions of this unit in silver coin or tokens.
If this is done, France will surely abandon the impossible effort of making

two standards of value. Gold coins will answer all the purposes of European
commerce. A common gold standard will regulate silver coinage, of which the
United States will furnish the greater part, especially for the Chinese trade.

1 have thought a good deal of how the object you propose may be most
readily accomplished. It is clear that the United States cannot become a party
to the treaty referred to. They could not agree upon the silver standard

j
nor

COaid we limit the amount of our coinage, as proposed by the treaty. The
United States is so large in extent, is so sparsely populated, and the price of
labor is so much higher than in Europe, that we require more currency fer cap-
ita. We now produce thePlarger part of the gold and silver of the world, and
cannot limit our coinage, except by the wants of our people and the demands
of commerce.

Congress alone can change the value of our coin. I see no object in negotia-
ting with other powers on the subject. As coin is not now in general circula-
tion with us, we can readily fix by law the size, weight and measure of future
issues. It is not worth while to negotiate about that which we can do without
negotiation, and we do not wish to limit ourselves by treaty restrictions.

In England, many persons of influence and different chambers of commerce
are earnestly in favor of the proposed change in their coinage. The change is

so slight with them, that an enlightened self-interest will soon induce them to

malse it
;
especially if we make the greater change in our coinage. We will

have some difficulty in adjusting existing contracts with the new dollar; but as

4 I cf



contracts are now based upon the fluctuating value of paper money, even the

reduced dollar in coin will be of more purchasable value than our currency.

We can easily adjust the reduction with the public creditors in the payment

or conversion of their securities, while private creditors might be authorized to

recover upon the old standard. All these are matters of detail to which I hope

the commission will direct their attention.

And now, my dear sir, allow me to say in conclusion, that I heartily sympa-

thize with you and others in your efforts to secure the adoption of the metrical

system of weights and measures.

The tendency of the age is to break down all needless restrictions upon social

and commercial intercourse. Nations are now as much akin to each other as

provinces were of old. Prejudices disappear by contact.
^

People of different

nations learn to respect each other as they find that their differences are the

effect of social and local custom not founded upon good reasons. I trust that

the Industrial Commission will enable the world to compute the value of all

productions by the same standard, to «aeasure by the same yard or metre, and

weigh by the same scales.
r n- i

Such a result would be of greater value than the usual employments ot diplo-

matists and statesmen.

I am very truly yours,
JOHN SHERMAN.


